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GIVE IN
To a more
powerful
Reflexª

The Reflex™ furling system has been
proven to deliver very reliable, very smooth
top-to-bottom spinnaker furls. How? The Reflex cable
leverages its stainless mesh structure to immediately transfer
rotational torque to the top swivel— where furls must start to end well.
Now, there’s Reflex Unit 3 with Dyneema® in its cable, scaled for halyard
loads up to 4.5 tons. Imagine, sailing deep downwind with a very large,
colorful sail that furls right up. Give in to that.

WATCH VIDEO

E d i t o r ’s L o g
Like a lot of other cruisers who set off to chase their dreams, they aren’t welcome ashore where
they are right now, but then again, they can’t just pick up and leave.
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QUESTIONS of
t h e DAY

H

mm, where to go? Or
maybe the question
is, when to begin?
As sailors, most of us
have a routine and a plan we
follow before setting off from
familiar home waters. We
check the forecast and look
for a favorable breeze, consult
the tide tables to avoid a
current on the nose, if we can.
We thumb through cruising
guides and read up on harbor
entrances, and take a close
look at the chart so we have at
least some idea of what to look
out for along the way.
But as a citizen of planet
Earth at this particular point
The commanding view from
Antigua’s iconic Shirley
Heights, in a photo taken in
more-welcoming times.

in time? Like just about
everyone else, I wouldn’t have
a clue as to how to answer
those questions.
This week I spoke to a
Canadian friend, Paul Jamieson,
who hails from Cape Breton,
where he runs a small charter
company and a large security
ﬁrm, among other things. His
pressing concern? How to help
a pal who is stuck on an Island
Packet 38 down in Antigua,
along with a handful of other
snowbirds, all Canadians, who
want to sail home.
They have a pressing
problem. Like a lot of other
cruisers who set off to chase
their dreams, they aren’t welcome ashore where they are
right now, but then again, they
can’t just pick up and leave.
It’s a long way, after all, from

P I L L S B U R Y

English Harbour to Halifax,
and the North Atlantic is an
inhospitable place to be in
mid-April and early May. As
we talked on the phone, it was
pouring rain in Boston, and
the wind was forecast to gust
past 60 knots as the storm
headed for the Gulf of Maine
and intensiﬁed on its way to
the Canadian Maritimes. It’s
tough picking a 10-plus-day
weather window when the
spring lows are rolling off the
coast a couple of times a week.
Talking to him reminded
me of the old saw, “You don’t
have to go home, but you can’t
stay here.” That’s, after all, the
very dilemma his friend was
facing. Where to go, and when
to begin?
Islands across the Caribbean
—heck, islands around the
world—are closed for business.
Places that once welcomed
sailors with open arms want
nothing to do with strangers
who might carry infection
and who certainly will need to
access scarce resources.
One option, according to
Paul, is for the Canadians
to join the Salty Dawg
Homeward Bound Flotilla
(saltydawgsailing.org), an
informal gathering of sailors
trying to make their way back
to the States. With the start
of hurricane season looming,
departures were being planned
from Antigua and the Virgin
Islands, and possibly other
islands where sailors have
congregated. Passagemakers
will be supported with
weather-routing advice and

position reports, and Salty
Dawg Sailing Association
volunteers will offer shore
support and assistance with
entering US waters.
But even for Americans, a
US landfall raises questions.
Places such as Maryland
and San Diego have banned
recreational boating until
further notice. Harbors like
Newport, Rhode Island, and
Block Island have issued 14day stay-on-board quarantine
orders for any new arrival.
The Canadians, meanwhile,
are unsure if they will even be
able to enter US harbors. Or if

It’s a long way from
English Harbour
to Halifax, and the
North Atlantic is an
inhospitable place
to be in mid-April
and early May.
they even want to, given how
widespread the novel coronavirus is here right now.
Judging by the story submissions Cruising World has been
receiving almost daily, “Where
to?” and “When?” are questions being asked up and down
the Caribbean, across the vast
Paciﬁc, and around the world,
really. There is no apparent
right answer. Part of seamanship is being aware of your
surroundings and deciding for
yourself how best to proceed.
Those are valuable skills for
sailing these uncharted waters.

MARK PILLSBURY

M A R K
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Introducing
the KC54

Designed with the cruising couple in mind, the KC54 offers a modern
stylish design and all of our standard features, maximizing living space
with panoramic 360-degree views from inside its large main salon.
The coach roof-mounted mast and curved traveler facilitate a large
forward cockpit for both sailing and leisure and an aft cockpit free of
sail controls. Its all carbon construction offer’s a fast and comfortable
catamaran that is set up for shorthanded sailing and world cruising.
A more racing orientated version is also available. The first 2 hulls are
in production.
Customize everything from the layout, finishes, furnishings, equipment,
rigging, and sails, to suit your preferences and truly set the pace with
your own Kinetic Catamaran.

Visit kineticcatamarans.com for more
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the surface took on a foggy, desaturated tone. Whitecaps were
hammered smooth by the precipitation. The surrounding islands
faded in the mist, leaving us in a white void with nothing but the
ghosts of other masts around us to allow any sense of position.
We were in the middle of a drum line as the cacophony of a
million tiny raindrops collided with fiberglass, cloth, metal and
water, each surface producing its own particular pitch.
As quickly as it had arrived, the worst of the weather blew past
our stern, and the sun climbed magnificently from its cloudy
bunker. Rainbows bloomed over the bay in a double arc, the
phenomenon so close, it looked like the lower bands of light terminated inches away on our deck. Suddenly there was blue in the
water again, blue in the sky, and the band of the rain now glowed
on the surface of the water like a neon white belt. I paused for
a moment to reflect on the beauty I’d just witnessed—from
calm to violent to breathtaking. I could’ve been anywhere else
in the world, doing any manner of unimportant things, but I
had chosen to be here. I’d made the effort to get out there, and
my reward was to delight in a singularly unique moment that
nobody will ever see again. Yes, it was just a passing squall next
to a postcard-perfect island, but there was depth beneath the
simplicity for those of us lucky enough to be at sea, and present
enough to notice. Just being there…and f/8. —Jon Whittle

JON WHITTLE

There’s nothing quite like being anchored at the end of a rainbow while on a catamaran adventure in the Grenadines.

cruisingworld.com

W

hen queried how he could so consistently capture
incredible photographs, renowned 1930s street
photographer Arthur “Weegee” Fellig famously
quipped, “f/8 and be there.” Beyond the technical lesson, I’ve
always found this quote deeply impactful. Perhaps it’s because
much of my career has been spent out in the world, but I believe
there’s a painfully obvious and often overlooked truth buried in
the simplicity of that sentiment. Being there. Being present
in the moment. Paying attention to the world. But above all
else, the importance of just getting yourself out there into those
bewilderingly wild corners of our planet. And what better place
than the ocean, and what better way than under sail?
It was an early winter morning when I snapped this photo off
the coast of Petit St. Vincent in the Grenadines. The anchorage
defies any attempt to re-create its swirling palette of blues,
greens and whites where a tangled barrier reef butts up against
the deep blue of the Caribbean Sea. I was halfway through a
delicious cup of freshly pressed coffee when we saw the squall
approaching. There wasn’t a rush, just a calm closing of hatches
as the clouds pushed themselves upward into an imposing gray
wall. As the rigging began to sing, the sunlight donned a darker
shade, and before long the rain was upon us. Where turquoise
water once surrounded us, a white haze of raindrops and spray on
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Spring 2020 found us
Cruising World editors
(and probably most of
you) with some extra
time on our hands.
During the strange
time of social distancing, we decided to
check in with some of
our regular contributors and friends in
the marine industry

to see how they were
holding up.
“Like many, our
future plans are a bit
up in the air as we
want to sail back to
New Zealand to enjoy
being home for a year
or two and hopefully
to enjoy the interesting ﬂeet of boats that
was planning to arrive
for the America’s
Cup, which we
assume will happen,
even if it is postponed
a bit,” Lin Pardey
said. “So, question is,
should we meander
through winter within the Great Barrier
Reef area, then take
a straight shot to
NZ in September?
Should we head
straight to NZ in May
from Brisbane? Time
will tell…”
Check out the
rest of Pardey’s
interview, plus more,
at cruisingworld.com/
tags/ﬁve-questions.

Steve D’Antonio replies: I have used
butyl tape on occasion, for sealing
large ﬂanged components such as the
hatch and port frames. As you note,
it has many attributes: It’s relatively
easy to apply, with no real cleanup,
it is long-lasting, and it works. My
only reservation for its use is that the
exposed edge, if it can be seen, is a dirt
magnet that can never be cleaned. Of
course, unlike conventional caulk,
it can’t be used to create ﬁllets or
radii between joints. Depending
on the size of the part, setup can be
time-consuming when compared with
masking off an area and using caulk.
Beyond that, it remains an option.
DOMINATION DEBATED
I enjoyed Queene Hooper
Foster’s article in the April
issue, “Ancient History, Modern
Cruising,” on sailing the Croatian
coast. I recall on my ﬁrst visit
thinking that this must be some
of the best sailing in the world.
However, one might take issue
in the thumbnail sketch of the
local history with the characterization of “Soviet domination of
Yugoslavia” following Nazi occupation. Unlike the experience
of other countries in east-central
Europe, socialism was not
imposed by the Soviet Red Army;

rather, it was a homegrown
development arising from the
liberation of most of the country
by Tito’s Partisans, a communist
group. Yugoslavia became even
more independent of Soviet
political inﬂuence after the 1948
Stalin-Tito split, and was never a
member of the Warsaw Pact. Tito
himself was a founding father of
the Non-Aligned Movement. A
more accurate characterization
would be “Marxist-socialist rule
of Yugoslavia.”
Steve Jaskoski
Via email
Queene Hooper Foster replies: Steve
Jaskoski brings a welcome point to
the discussion of Tito and Yugoslav
history. One of the great joys of
cruising in this gorgeous area is the
immersion in history, both ancient
history and recent events. I defer
to the important distinction that
he makes here between Marxistsocialist rule of Yugoslavia under
Tito, and the domination of Stalin’s
Soviet Red Army; the knowledgeable correction is welcome in fact
and also in spirit. The impression
made by the Croatian coast is closer
to Venice and Italian domination
than to Soviet domination, happily.
And, I am glad that he agrees on the

superlative cruising grounds to be
found in Croatian waters.
AHH, THAT RACE…
You really did it right with the
Cruising World cover for April
2020. Reminded me of a favorite
old Rosenfeld photo, plus great
color. Better than that, it mentally put me at the helm in a race we
won about 1971. Loved the quick
trip back 50 years!
Bill Culp
Via email
A MAP FAN
I really enjoyed the article “Maine,
by Chance” (April, 2020). However,
that’s not the main reason I’m
writing. A map of the area was included, which showed the location
of most of the area traversed and
places visited. I don’t know why,
but I realize this is something that,
at least for me, makes an article
much more enjoyable.
John Snyder
Newbury Park, California
Correction: A story in the April
2020 issue, “What’s New in Bottom
Paint,” included an error concerning
Interlux Aqua-One. Aqua-One is a
water-based paint that contains antifouling properties, speciﬁcally copper.

LIN PARDEY; CAROLYN SHEARLOCK (OPPOSITE)

cruisingworld.com

Fi v e Qu e s t i o n s

In the April 2020 issue, Steve D’Antonio discussed various sealants
and bedding techniques (“Put It to Bed”), but he did not mention
using butyl tape as a sealant. This happens to be my go-to sealant for
hatches and other deck hardware, particularly when mounted horizontally. Butyl tape is cheap and ﬂexible to use and can be found
at RV dealers in rolls of 25 feet or more, with different thicknesses.
Most important, it works well (easily ﬁts uneven surfaces or around
corners) and can be easily adjusted during bedding. It doesn’t smell
or seriously mess up the user or the boat like tube-based sealants and
is easily trimmed immediately after bedding. After most sealants
have been in place for years and the hardware needs to be resealed,
the effort to get the hardware off the deck is a real pain in the butt,
not to mention getting the sealant off the hardware! Butyl tape remains ﬂexible forever, and so it releases from the hardware and the
deck easily; usually it can be peeled off by hand or with a wire brush
on a drill. —Charlie Nelson, Greenville, North Carolina

U N D E R W AY
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s cruising sailors, there are certain
things that we have had to give
up in the pursuit of our lifestyle,
and until very recently, consistent, fast
broadband internet was one of them.
When away from shoreside Wi-Fi, many
cruisers rely on cellular technology as
their sole link to the internet, but it has
its challenges—namely speed and coverage. With the launch of 5G networks,
however, this has changed. With 5G, the
service has the potential to offer speeds
that are much faster than 4G LTE capabilities and greater bandwidth for all your
gadgets. So what’s the catch? The tech is
still new, 5G-capable phones are pricey
(starting around $1,000), and not all carriers have the coverage that coastal cruisers
need. But for significantly better internet
aboard, it might be worth looking into it.
Since the work I do from my boat
managing the Boat Galley website
(theboatgalley.com) requires a strong
internet connection, I decided to take the
5G leap—and so far, it’s been great. But
is it right for you or your boat? Here are
some things to consider: Is your current
internet speed less than 30 Mbps? Is there
5G coverage where you are and where
you intend to go (coverage is expanding
daily, so check back often)? Do you work
from your boat, and does your work
require high-speed internet? Would you
be more productive with a faster internet
connection?
In basic terms, 5G comes in three
levels: low-, mid- and high-band (also
called millimeter wave). As the speed goes
up, the coverage area decreases, as does

10 Mbps. On 5G, I now usually have 70 to
80 Mbps, occasionally over 100. The difference is huge as I upload and download
large files, and stream videos.
Bottom Line: For me, the increased
speed right now with low-band 5G is well
worth the cost of the phone. T-Mobile’s 5G
coverage is growing every day and already
covers much of our intended route to the
Chesapeake this summer. If you don’t have
a burning need for faster internet right
now, 5G phone costs might drop, particularly as more phone manufacturers release
5G-capable phones. —Carolyn Shearlock

A New Dimension
in Sensors
Sailing’s most popular Depth/Speed/Temp
Multisensor just entered the next dimension in
sensor performance. With new features that enhance
speed performance, simplify speed calibration and
deliver new data from one Smart™ Sensor, the new DST810
takes your boat’s data to the next level. And DST810 fits in
most existing 2" housings, making this the most convenient
upgrade to your electronics suite.
New Features:
• True 5 Hz output for smoother, faster speed readings.
• Wirelessly connects to AIRMAR’s CAST™ App for speed
calibration – basic and heel compensated speed.
• Integrated attitude sensor for heel/trim.
• Configuration and calibration changes are stored
in the DST810 and delivered to the NMEA2000® network.

DST810 Bluetooth® Enabled
Smart™ Sensor and CAST™ App
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A stable, high-speed 5G cellular data
connection has made working aboard
much easier for this cruiser.

the signal’s ability to penetrate walls and
other obstacles. Eventually, all carriers are
likely to use a mix, but right now, each is
more or less specializing in one.
Low-band 5G is the one that’s of interest to most cruisers due to its reach, and
hence the ability to cover coastal waters
and rivers. Depending on your exact location, low-band is likely to at least double
your internet speed over 4G LTE.
Speed Difference: I’m currently on
my boat, Barefoot Gal, on a mooring ball
in Boot Key Harbor, Marathon, Florida.
Typical 4G LTE speed on the boat was
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Pembroke, Wales, in 1826,
which went on to become
one of the most famous ships
in history, for mostly the
wrong reasons.
It is those wrong reasons

—the overconﬁdence and
hubris of the Franklin
expedition of 1845, the decades of mystery surrounding
its tragic failure, the gruesome and shocking evidence
of cannibalism—which have
long overshadowed the full
story of Erebus and her compatriot, Terror,
Terror an oversight
that Palin sets out to rectify
in a book that manages to
perfectly blend history, scholarship, a touch of memoir,
and gentle humor.
Rather than spend all his
wordsmithing on the Franklin
expedition, which over the
decades has gotten oceans of
ink, Palin shows us the full life
of these doughty ships that
came into their own, not as
British Navy bomb ships, but
as sturdy and steadfast expedition vessels in an age of men
“stimulated by the spirit of
the Enlightenment to search

COURTESY THE PUBLISHER
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geeks and writers (myself
included) rightly gobsmacked.
Because Erebus, as its title
suggests, is about a ship ﬁrst
and foremost, a “stout, broadhulled warship” launched in
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Erebus: One Ship, Two
Epic Voyages, and the
Greatest Naval Mystery
of All Time by Michael Palin
Life isn’t fair, and in case
anyone needed reminding,
consider Erebus,, by Michael
Palin. Yes, that Michael Palin,
he of “I’m a lumberjack and
I’m OK” Monty Python fame,
and, more recently, an internationally known travel writer
and documentarian who
was knighted in December
2018, and who only recently
stepped down as president
of the venerable Royal
Geographical Society. The
man is clearly hogging the
brilliant end of the gene pool.
And now he’s gone and
written a stupendous book
on a topic one might think
would be the proverbial
literary dead horse—the
doomed Arctic expedition of
Sir John Franklin—in such a
way as to leave certain polar
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most inhospitable continent
on earth, with no relief
from the relentless cold and
no human contact of any
kind, other than those men
squeezed together on the two
ships that carried them into
this wilderness,” Palin writes.
“And here they were, for a
third season, grasping frozen
lines with frozen hands,
soaked to the skin, clinging
to the rigging as the ships
pitched and tossed and icebergs three times higher than
their masthead loomed out of
the darkness. And Cape Town
still 2,500 miles away.”
Achieving a farthest-south
point of 78 degrees 9 minutes
in February 1842, a record
that stood for nearly 60 years,
Ross discovered the features
and places that are today most
familiar about Antarctica,
including the 12,500-foot
volcano Mount Erebus (which
he named for his stalwart
ship), the Ross Sea and the
Ross Ice Shelf.

Palin takes us along this
journey through glimpses into
journals, letters, and logs of
Ross and his officers, bringing
these men to life through his
lyric ear and his finely tuned
sense of irony.
After Ross’ resounding
successes, we follow Erebus
as she is prepped for her next
mission, Franklin’s expedition
to find the Holy Grail of the
mid-1800s: the Northwest
Passage. Here the story is
better-known, and so less
wondrous, and Palin brings it
full circle to the discovery, in
2014, of the wreck of Erebus
off the Adelaide Peninsula,
and two years later, just to the
northwest off King William
Island, Terror.
Despite Palin’s predilection
for lightheartedness, the
inherent melancholy of this
story emerges when he spends
time in these vast, silent spaces himself. He is remarkably
adept at bringing us back
into the first-person present

without a lot of self-serving
hoopla so that we can see
these places as they are
today, some of which remain
hauntingly unchanged.
After visiting the Beechey
Island graves of crewmen
William Braine, John
Torrington and John Hartnell
during his own trip through
the Northwest Passage, he
describes looking out over
Erebus Bay: “It’s as bleak and
isolated a spot as its namesake
in the Antarctic. There are a
few ice-floes collecting there,
already more than when we
arrived. In a few weeks this
featureless gray-brown panorama will be all white, like a
sheet pulled over a body.”
Graced with elegant maps,
photos, and images of sketches and paintings made during
the journeys, Erebus is a must
for anyone whose shelves
and souls are burdened with
stories of polar exploration
and sailing mastery. —Wendy
Mitman Clarke
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and discover, to push back
the boundaries of knowledge,
convinced that the more they
measured and traced and recorded, the more beneficial it
would be for mankind.”
Two-thirds of the book
focuses on Erebus and Terror’s
triumph, the Antarctic
explorations of James Clark
Ross. Although famous in
his time, Ross’ accomplishments haven’t earned him the
more-mainstream legendary
status of Franklin (a cynic
might say because he had the
poor PR judgment to succeed
while also avoiding cannibalism). It’s wonderful to
read Palin’s clear admiration
and awe of the seamanship
and courage of Ross and his
people, who did all that they
did—snaking through pack
ice, enduring gale after ferocious gale, dodging icebergs—
entirely under sail.
“More than a year of their
three and half years away
had been spent in or near the
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READY FOR SUMMER
1. GARMIN
quatix 6 • $700 •
garmin.com

2. NOMADER
collapsible water bottle •
$25 • nomader.com

3. DACOBLUE
fuel and water backpacks •
$168 (kit) • dacoblue.com

The latest in the line of Garmin
GPS smartwatches can do just
about anything. It’s loaded
with all the typical smartwatch
functions, such as activity monitoring, and call, text and email
notiﬁcations, plus specialized
marine features, including
navigation charts, tides, NMEA
2000 data and more.

Packing a water bottle just got
much easier. The Nomader
bottle is made out of a sturdy
heavy-duty silicone and can roll
up compactly when not needed,
yet is just as easy to use as a
hard-sided bottle. The Nomader
is leakproof and BPA-free.

These fuel and water backpacks
were born out of necessity by a
cruiser on a circumnavigation.
Traditional jerry jugs are heavy
to lug back to the boat and take
up loads of space even when
empty. The 5-gallon Dacoblue
pack solves both of these problems: It’s comfortable to carry
on your back and rolls up for
easy stowing.

4. GOPRO
hero8• $300 • gopro.com
Looking for a way to capture
your cruising adventures?
Check out the latest GoPro. In
addition to being waterproof
to 33 feet, the Hero8 features
image stabilization, horizon
leveling, four digital lenses, and
RAW-ﬁle capabilities.
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A

FIRST SAIL

The author is all smiles at the helm of
her first cruising boat, a Young Sun 35.

enough not to panic, and we calmly
pumped out the bilge. We turned off the
engine to search for signs of water coming
in and found that the bilge remained dry.
Phew! Only with the engine back on and
in gear did water start to trickle in, with
the flow rate increasing with higher rpm.
We followed the water stream to the
stuffing box, which was unfortunately
situated directly below the engine
muffler. This was something better
tackled in close proximity to the haulout crane in case we rapidly filled up
with water. Feeling slightly more relaxed
with a dry bilge once more, we motored
home at 2 knots with barely any water
coming in.
Safely tied up on the work dock, we
took off the muffler and could examine
the stuffing box, and fortunately the fix
was a simple one. While the incident
made for an eventful first sail on my “new”
boat, overall, I felt grateful this happened
close to shore and not on an ocean passage halfway to Fiji. We motored away
from the work dock later that day with
a reassuringly dry bilge, a better understanding of the stuffing box and a greater
respect for the responsibility that comes
with being a captain. —Joanna Hutchinson
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fter years of crewing on other
people’s boats, I finally bought
my own, a Young Sun 35, in Opua,
New Zealand. I was nervous about taking
it out for the first time; there’s so much to
learn about every sailboat—not only the
rig and sails, but also the engine, electrics,
water systems, etc. It’s as if you have to be
a sailor, engineer, mechanic, electrician,
plumber and navigator all at once.
I picked a sunny day with light winds
for my first sail and took two experienced
crew with me. We enjoyed getting to
know “the ropes” and dropped the hook
for lunch and a swim. As I reclined in the
cockpit, I congratulated myself for buying
the boat.
On the way home the wind died, so we
turned on the engine and soon started to
hear a ringing noise every few minutes.
I looked around for the source, and a
light caught my eye next to the sign
“bilge alarm,” which I suddenly realized
was flashing in sync with the noise. I
hurriedly ripped up the floorboards and,
sure enough, the bilge was full of water.
I couldn’t believe it—water rushing in is
every sailor’s worst nightmare. I hoped we
weren’t going to sink on day one!
Luckily my crew were experienced
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COOL SUMMER SALAD
(OR SALSA)
1 large, soft-to-the-touch
avocado, peeled and
chopped
1 medium tomato,
chopped into small
pieces
1 lemon, halved
1 tsp. garlic powder
(optional)
1-2 tsp. salt (or to taste)
2-4 Tbsp. red onion, minced
ﬁnely (or to taste)
3 Tbsp. cilantro, chopped
coarsely
Olive oil, for drizzling
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SIMPLE, FRESH AND SUBLIME

We spend our summers on our Hunter 31, Katie 3, sailing from our home
port of Hamilton, Lake Ontario, Canada, through the Bay of Quinte to
the Thousand Islands. I revel in the sailing, the scenery, and the meals
created from local markets. I love having quick and easy go-to recipes
for after a long passage, or being anchored and having time to let flavors
develop. § A small farmers market was the inspiration for this saucy
summer salad. It’s almost a ceviche minus the seafood, using lemon
instead of lime. The initial chilling time is key because it allows the
flavors to marry. Fresh cilantro and red onion added at the last minute
lend a nice tang. A drizzle of olive oil just before serving ties all the
flavors together. § This salad is extremely versatile: Add diced jalapeno
for additional zing. If you only have limes on hand, use those. Add grilled
chicken or shrimp to make a complete, light meal. It’s also great as a dip.
At a recent birthday dinner on board, I served it as a side, but as the salad
warmed to room temperature and the bowl began to empty, my guests
improvised: They grabbed some tortilla chips, and—voilà!—the salad
became a delicious salsa. —Colleen Ellison-Wareing

Cook’s Notes
To serve as a salsa, reduce chilling time to 30 minutes. Remove from fridge, still covered, and let sit at
room temperature for about 20 minutes before serving—as the veggies warm and tomatoes release juice,
it yields a salsa-like texture. Add ﬁnishing touches as above, and serve with plenty of tortilla chips.

Place chopped avocado and
tomato in a medium-size bowl.
Drizzle juice from half the lemon
over avocado and tomato slices
(this will prevent the avocado
from turning brown). Add garlic
powder and half of the salt. Toss,
cover tightly with plastic wrap,
and chill for at least 1 hour. Before serving, squeeze remaining
lemon juice over the salad, taste,
and add additional salt to taste, if
desired. Drizzle with olive oil and
toss lightly. Sprinkle red onion
and cilantro before serving.

P R E PA R AT I O N T I M E
1 5 M I N U T E S , P LU S C H I LL I N G T I M E
D I F F I C U LT Y : E A S Y
C A N B E M A D E : U N D E R WAY O R
AT A N C H O R

LYNDA MORRIS CHILDRESS
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Serves 2 as a side salad, or 3 to
4 as a dip

The Baths, Virgin Gorda.

CHART YOUR COURSE.
BE FREE TO DREAM.
When the time is right, the freedom of the British Virgin
Islands will ﬁll your sail. Imagine yourself chartering a
yacht or catamaran or bringing your own craft. Nearly
600 nautical miles and 60 Islands await you in the BVI.
We are keeping Nature’s Little Secrets safe for you.

BVITOURISM.COM | 1-800-835-8530
Tortola | Virgin Gorda | Jost Van Dyke | Anegada | Cooper Island | Guana Island
Little Thatch | Necker Island | Norman Island | Peter Island | Saba Rock | Scrub Island
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In today’s commercial world a-go-go, to sail into a community without oversaturated video
screens loudly blaring commercials touting the freedom of credit cards—that’s priceless.
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ou can’t sail away your whole life!” I’ve heard that more
than once, and at age 68—with 60 of those years spent
aﬂoat—I’m not sure that it’s true. Is bean counting
ashore that much better? That much more fulﬁlling? Is having a loyalty card at Starbucks truly the end-all of workaday
modernity? One thing that such chiding illustrates is the
land-centricity of the speaker. I, however, am a sailor. I’m not
sailing away from their concrete jungle; I’m sailing toward my
own private Nirvana Bay.
One of the ways my wife, Carolyn, and I do this is by
shunning ease. I know that sounds like a worse blasphemy than
being against generosity! But bear with me and allow me a second to unroll the dusty chart of an alternative view. We recently
cruised many of the 17,508 islands of Indonesia for four months

with a totally different objective than most: We sought out
cruising inconvenience.
Please don’t misunderstand—we have spent years in
Florida, the Gulf of Mexico, the Bahamas, Virgin Islands and
Lesser Antilles, not to mention the Med, the Paciﬁc and New
Zealand. We know what sailing into a crowded bay with all
the water toys feels like. We’re just a bit jaded. We need a new
thrill. We no longer want to step into a tourist brochure; we
want to leap out of one.
Sailors can still do this, perhaps even for another decade or
two. But the window of opportunity is closing, perhaps forever.
Remains of a mudslide that buried a third of Matasirih are
still visible in this photo of the town.

COURTESY GARY M. GOODLANDER
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I carried a bundle of used guitar strings
I’d collected from Western musicians;
Carolyn carried consumable school
supplies we’d purchased in bulk. Soon,
we split up. I found the local pickers,
and Carolyn was escorted to the school
with the ladies. Did the community need
any used reading glasses? Why, we just
happened to have a few pairs that we’d
collected from the lost-and-found boxes
at willing stateside restaurants.
The problem wasn’t ﬁguring out a way
to be invited into a local home, it was
how to avoid having to drink tea and
dine in every abode, most of which were
totally devoid of anything save a pot, a
dish and some ﬁre.
There was only one fellow on the

To avoid dealing with the dinghy in the surf, the Cap’n hitches a ride to shore on
a local ﬁshing boat (above). Anwar, the island’s Jakarta-trained medic, shows off
the family’s Kris knife (top).

island who (sort of) spoke pidgin English.
He was the Jakarta-trained nurse/medical
practitioner/surgeon for the island, and
his name was Anwar. In one of those
crazy out-island moments, he ran up to
a local youngster, pulled up his sarong,
and proudly showed off the child’s
still-healing circumcised penis!
No, we weren’t in Kansas anymore.
His clinic consisted of a few cardboard
cartons in the living room of his mother’s
house: bottles of aspirin, boxes of
Band-Aids and rolls of gauze, mostly.
He also proudly showed us four test kits
for malaria.
We asked how he liked his job, and

he said that he did, except for the time
when a massive mudslide buried a third
of the village. That wasn’t a good day. Or
maybe it was: Seven villagers were still
limping around, thanks to him. We never
found out how many died. The poor
fellow seemed too sad for us to press him
for details.
On Matasirih, basically everyone
ﬁshes to stay alive. A few female entrepreneurs place canned goods with a price
tag in the dirt outside their door when
the crew of ﬁshing vessels from other
islands visit. One hardworking fellow
ships in a 55-gallon drum of diesel fuel on
a barge that he then laboriously rolls up

COURTESY GARY M. GOODLANDER (4)
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In Indonesia, we looked for isolated,
small island communities without an
airport or commercial port. All the
better if there was no power or transportation grid. Any section of planet Earth
that doesn’t kowtow to the automobile is
relaxing. Also, no internet. And the icing
on the cake: no harbor whatsoever. How
do you safely anchor without a harbor?
Easy—you drop the hook in the lee of an
isle in the trade winds, with the breeze
pushing you offshore. You either remain
in place or you get blown out to the
safety of the sea. What’s the big deal?
In such a spot, is there a harbormaster
who will guarantee you a good night’s
sleep? No, thankfully, there is not. By
design, more than half the stops we made
in Indonesia ﬁt into this sans-harbor,
-road or -airport category, with Pulau
Matasirih in the Laut Kecil Islands being
our favorite.
Actually, this community exceeded our
expectations by having only footpaths
and no pier, not even a dinghy dock or
ﬂoating pontoon to facilitate coming
ashore. (There was a dock on the other
side of the island, many hours away
by foot.)
Is such a destination a lot of work? It
is. But your sweat buys you something
unique: Nobody tries to sell you anything on any level; you’re a human, not a
dollar sign.
In today’s commercial world a-go-go,
to sail into a community without oversaturated video screens loudly blaring
commercials touting the freedom of
credit cards—that’s priceless.
Of course, not only did Ganesh, our
43-foot ketch, have to have good ground
tackle intelligently deployed, so did our
12-foot Caribe dinghy. I not only had to
get my wife, Carolyn, ashore, but I also
had to leave the dinghy so it would not
destroy itself on the sharp rocks in the
frothing surf.
To say that our appearance created a
sensation is an understatement. Waves
of running children followed us down
the coast as I attempted to ﬁnd a safe
place to scramble ashore. Later, the town
fathers told us that they’d seen a number
of sailboats over the years, and about ﬁve
years ago, a two-master had sailed down
their lee. But we were the ﬁrst yachties
ever to come ashore.
Do we think we’re like James Cook
or Magellan? Not at all. We merely have
found, over the decades, that we prefer
cruising places like Indonesia more than
standing in line to ride the Pirates of the
Caribbean attraction at Disney World.
Does that make us weird? I hope not.
Life is to be lived, not passively watched.
As we stepped ashore on Matasirih,

stepped into our dinghy to come ashore.
But we also learned to be cautious
when dealing with youngsters, who rarely
see Western visitors. A couple of times
we spoke to young ladies who immediately froze under their headscarves,
bug-eyed, then screamed in panic, and
ﬁnally went running into the bush as if
chased by Satan.
In this part of the world, rice, eating,
hospitality, politeness and friendship are
all interwoven to the point where many
people you encounter ask, “Have you
eaten any rice today?” rather than offer a
mere hello. Everywhere we went on the
island, we were offered food. Even if the
family had only one small cooked ﬁsh,
the husband or father would imperiously
demand an additional two plates as we
hove into view.
Obviously, as good visitors, we needed
to be aware of this. We didn’t want to
bankrupt our hosts. So, in a sense, we
began to engage in a sort of reverse
bartering: The more they gave us, the
Matasirih’s public-school students
still dress for class each day (left).
Fruit and ﬁsh abound. At this home,
the papayas are within easy reach.

more we gave them. Carolyn brought
trash bags ﬁlled with hot popcorn to
the schools and playgrounds. Each time
we went ashore, she baked a cake and
brought a cake knife along so we could
slice as needed, depending on how many
hospitality visits we partook in.
We always buy ﬁshhooks wholesale by
the kilo while passing through Australia.
Each hook is worth its weight in gold on
the outer isles of Indonesia.
In many ways, being ashore on
Matasirih was like being in a time
machine, only we could return to the
present at any time, with our proud
ketch-rigged yacht and its ﬂuttering
Stars and Stripes anchored just offshore.
And speaking of Ganesh, we couldn’t
let the hospitality ﬂow in only one direction. These people were welcoming us
into their homes, their hearths and their
hearts; we couldn’t fail to reciprocate.
And, hey, the beach was littered with
dugout (and I mean dug out using hot
coals) canoes.
So, we had an open house (open
vessel?) aboard, during which our guests
could peer into our private quarters just
as we had theirs.
Did this require a bit of thought and
planning? Yes, it did. I made sure no irresistible items like Swiss Army knives, can
openers and small tools were left in plain
sight to tempt the youngsters. While
Carolyn remained in the cockpit to
entertain the larger group with food and
laughter, I’d take individuals or couples
down below for a guided tour. Yes, the
men were agog at my tool room, and the
women were amazed at the compactness
of Carolyn’s tiny galley. Visiting seaman
were astounded by the efﬁciency of
our anti-roll ﬂopper stoppers, and now
understood why we’d kept our ﬂat-cut,
fully battened mizzen hoisted to keep
the boat’s nose into the wind.
In essence, we became people rather
than strangers to one another. We had
millions of things in common and only a
few at variance. Yes, their culture is older
(their ancestors immigrated 4,500 years
ago from Taiwan) and in many ways more
reﬁned than mine. But we both want the
same thing for our children: peace and
prosperity.
I now knew in my heart and soul that
they wished me well, and after having
visited Ganesh, they then knew I wished
them well in exactly the same way. We
were friends.
And friendship is no small thing in a
world increasingly divided.
Cap’n Fatty Goodlander and his wife, Carolyn,
are riding out the current global storm aboard
their ketch, Ganesh, in Singapore.
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the rocky beach once a month or so.
Our favorite craftsman, smithy and
machinist made lovely handcrafted
knives from broken wrenches (highcarbon steel) that he collected from
passing vessels.
Yes, I brought my guitar to town and
played at the school. “Hit the Road
Jack” was their favorite, and it seemed
as though the whole village would start
singing the chorus the moment we
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ruising from island
to island inside the
world’s second-largest
barrier reef, off the coast of
Belize, is pretty darn sweet.
The easterly trade winds blow
steadily while the reef keeps
wave heights to a minimum.
There are dozens of islands to
explore, but Tobacco Caye is
the sweetest of all. This 4-acre
caye (pronounced “key”) of
coconut palms and brightly
colored dwellings, perched in
crystal-clear water on the tip
of a southern section of reef,
packs a lot of personality. The
friendly, enthusiastic residents
give the island a special vibe
that keeps us coming back.
On our recent visit, after
we anchored our Morgan 38,
Mary T, in a sandy patch off
the northwest tip of the island (16° 54’ 02” N, 88° 03’ 78”
W), my husband, Kenny, and
I hopped into the dinghy and
headed over to the Reef ’s End
Lodge restaurant, a major hub
of activity at the southern tip
of the island. Guests of the
lodge, cruisers, ﬁshermen and
groups of snorkelers converge
at the docks. We snorkeled
from the dock to explore the
reef, and then returned for a
meal in our wet, salty bathing
suits. The conch ceviche and
conch fritters were the tenderest I’d ever eaten. Dane,
the Belizean chef, told me: “I
just love to cook. It’s my passion, especially desserts.” All
their cocktails are made with
natural ingredients. The piña
colada with fresh coconut
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A PIECE of
H E AV E N o n a R E E F
milk and their Painkiller
are my favorites. While we
sipped on cocktails, stingrays
glided through the shallows
below, and frigate birds with
8-foot wingspans circled just
above the roof in hopes of a
handout.
Pär, the Swedish owner
of Reef ’s End, couldn’t be
friendlier. On top of running
the lodge, he manages a dive
operation with guided tours
of the reef and outer atolls.
Like everyone on the island,
he always has time to chat.
He said he searched on three

continents for a tropical paradise where he could live out
his dream before stumbling
upon Tobacco Caye. He knew
almost immediately that it was
the right place. “The island
just has a good vibe,” he said.
“There are no boundaries. You
can walk through everyone’s
yard. Everyone basically gets
along, and we all help out one
another.”
Pär’s American partner, Lily,
gave me some of her delicious
coconut ice cream with chocolate chips and then offered to
pick up groceries for us on the

mainland. They make regular
runs in fast launches and are
happy to pick up food or
medicines for cruisers. When
they acquire their watermaker, it will be made available
to cruisers, which is great
because there are few venues
for fresh water in Belize.
On the other side of
the island is the nonproﬁt
Tobacco Caye Marine Station,
Our view from our anchorage off the north side of
the island included these
colorful overwater cabanas.

AMY FLANNERY
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dedicated to educating people about the
reef. It works with groups of students who
come for one to 10 days to learn about the
ecosystem and biodiversity of the marine
environment. The young British couple
in charge, James and Zara, couldn’t have
been more enthusiastic about their jobs
and the island. Their Belizean snorkel
guide, Dylan, truly sparkled as she waxed
about Tobacco Caye and “her reef.” She
had visited the island as a little kid and
was thrilled to get a job on the caye.
At the Sunset Bar, another busy hub,
I spent time chatting with Kirk the
bartender. He is quite the mixologist and
makes a plethora of colorful cocktails
with catchy names like Hurricane Kirk
(watch out!) and Fouled Anchor. His recipe book, Kirk’s Belizean Island Drinks, is
for sale at the bar and on Amazon. “It gets
ﬁve stars,” he told me. Kirk used to tend
bar in clubs in Belize City, but he says he
much prefers Tobacco’s laid-back feel,
which makes sense given his easygoing,
gentle manner.
I asked Kirk which resident had been
on the island the longest, and he suggested I talk to Colin Bradley, whose family
owns the Windward Lodge.
The Bradleys have been on the island
for over 100 years. I asked Colin how the
island got its name. “There are two explanations,” he said. “The ﬁrst one is that the
British colonists tried to grow tobacco
here. The other, more-likely explanation
is that the British used this as a trading
post for tobacco.” He told me that in his
grandparents’ day, there was a church and
a school on the island, and that most of
the residents were ﬁshermen. Now there
are about 25 part-time residents working
in the hospitality industry, and only a
handful of ﬁshermen and boat captains
who live on the caye year-round. I spoke
to one ﬁsherman who said he catches just
enough ﬁsh to eat and a few to sell to the
Windward Lodge. “I’m not trying to get
rich,” he added.
The island still attracts many Belizeans
on weekends and holidays, in addition
to the international crowd. Even though
visitors outnumber residents, Tobacco
Caye hasn’t lost its authenticity. It still
feels real.
Amy Flannery and her husband, Ken
Kurlychek, are currently hunkered down in
Roatan, Honduras, and awaiting the “all clear”
to sail Mary T home to Chesapeake Bay.

The restaurant at Reef ’s End Lodge
(top) offers delicious tropical drinks
with a view (bottom). Owner Pär and
his partner, Lily (center), are the hosts
and were fun to chat with.

AMY FLANNERY (3)
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WE CANNOT DIRECT THE WIND,
BUT WE CAN ADJUST THE SAILS.
In times of uncertainty, teamwork is our guiding light. A sailor needs their
crew, and The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society (LLS) is so grateful to have
the sailing community on ours.
As a global leader in the fight to end cancer, we remain more relentless
than ever in accelerating cures and improving quality of life for patients
and their families. With you on our team, we press on with unwavering
dedication and look forward to getting back out on the water, adjusting
our sails and racing towards a better tomorrow for all.
Thank you!
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The sensational 63-foot
trimaran Shockwave was
providing a truly awesome
ride on a windy race around
St. Maarten…until things went
very wrong, in sensationally
shocking fashion.
By Herb McCormick
Spreading her wings: Shockwave gobbles
up the miles tearing to weather in the
Caribbean Multihull Challenge.
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Shock and Awe

LAURENS MOREL/SALTY COLOURS
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is a sound in the world of sailing unlike any
Football and spent 14 years as a fighter pilot in the Australian
other, one experienced (thankfully) by a
Air Force. Like many of his countrymen, he’d fallen hard
small, select group of sailors, most of them elite, competitive
for sailing as a 13-year-old in 1983, when the Aussies won the
racers in the thick of action on some of the lightest, fastest, most America’s Cup and returned home with their prize as national
innovative boats on the planet. I’d never heard this particular
heroes. “Everything I’ve done since then has been high-perfornoise, at least not up close and personal, until I found myself in
mance,” he said.
the cockpit of the amazing 63-foot trimaran Shockwave late last
He’d considered buying a larger multihull but felt the slightly
winter on a very windy race around the Leeward Island of St.
more modest Shockwave was a better fit: He could enjoy it with
Maarten. In a side gig as the press officer for the second running
his family from time to time and still sail Grand Prix events
of the Caribbean Multihull Challenge, I’d been invited aboard for
with his like-minded mates. No, Shockwave would never snatch
the day to do my daily race report, and about a third of the way
first-to-finish-line honors in major races, he admitted, but if
through a race around the island, was basically hanging on for
sailed smartly and efficiently, would always be in the hunt for the
dear life, and in awe of both the boat and its very talented crew.
podium on corrected time.
And then, suddenly and with
As the trade winds seriously
zero warning, there was a loud crack
kicked in while the fleet assembled
overhead, a shocking moment aboard
for the 0900 starting sequences to
The Caribbean Multihull
Shockwave. It was the unmistakable
commence, it was readily apparent
Challenge: Sailing On
reverberation that carbon fiber makes
that conditions were going to be, as
After two successful runnings, the
when it suddenly, totally, completely
they say, sporty. The breeze registered
Caribbean Multihull Challenge is now a
fails. It’s something—trust me—you
a solid 30 knots, with gusts to 32, 35
solid annual event on the Caribbean’s
never want to hear on a Grand Prix
and eventually 39 knots. This was
busy racing calendar. The hosting St.
yacht pounding upwind knocking off
well beyond the low 20s that had
Maarten Yacht Club has announced
double-digit boat speeds in a wavy
been predicted for the day. “I think
that the third edition will take place
Caribbean seaway.
the weatherman took the night off,”
February 5-7, 2021. A celebration of
Then, after a brief moment of raised
Durrant said. “He must’ve sent the
this special section of the sport, the
voices and general confusion, it all got
forecast from the bar.”
event is open to all multihull sailors
very calm and even quiet. It was the
The talk aboard Shockwave was
on racing and cruising trimarans,
about sail configurations, specifically
low hum of a race being quickly, irreas well as chartered cats and cruising multis. For more information,
how small a jib to carry and whether to
versibly over. And the controlled buzz
visit the event’s website (smyc.com/
go with two or three reefs in the mainof a boat being rapidly taken care of.
caribbean-multihull-challenge).
sail. Skipper Mearing ultimately called
A new noise. The sound of having
been silenced.
for one of the smaller headsails in the
inventory and a double-reefed main.
The other classes had already started and cleared the area
Shockwave had come a long way to have the brakes applied
when the countdown for the MOCRA Multihull class—along
so suddenly and unexpectedly. In fact, she’d traveled some 4,595
with Shockwave, it consisted of the powerful MOD 70 trimanautical miles to the islands on an almost nonstop, maniacal
rans Argo and Maserati—began. All three boats were using the
delivery after a major refit in San Diego to begin her inaugural
Caribbean Multihull Challenge as a tuneup regatta for the
season of racing under a new syndicate comprised of owner
upcoming Caribbean 600, another 600-miler on a challenging
Christiaan Durrant, skipper Jeff Mearing, co-skipper/program
course winding through the islands that would start and finish
manager Scott Klodowski, navigator Nils Erickson and a crew of
in Antigua. There was some serious star power on the other big
fellow passionate sailors.
tris, particularly Maserati, which was skippered by the legendary
Originally designed by the noted British multihull naval
Italian sailor Giovanni Soldini, famous for rescuing Isabelle
architect Nigel Irens, Shockwave was previously called Paradox, a
Autissier from her capsized yacht in the Southern Ocean in a soname reflective of its dual purpose as a flat-out ocean racer also
lo round-the-world race. Soldini, the saying goes, was as serious
capable of occasional cruising, with a 75 hp Volvo diesel with
as a heart attack. The air was thick with anticipation.
saildrive, and a relatively comfy interior for a racing trimaran
Until, of course, it wasn’t.
with decent berths, a proper head and an induction stove. There
was even air conditioning—a luxury installed for steamy anchorages when cruising, but also so the off watch could get proper
rest on long oceanic races in tropical conditions. Klodowski
gave me a quick tour before heading out to the racecourse that
revealed seriously robust, all-carbon construction. Shockwave
was built to go places. Fast.
It turned out Klodowski and Durrant were old mates who’d
done a lot of ocean racing together, much of it on a 35-foot
catamaran. A pivotal moment in their shared careers occurred
after getting pasted in the 2017 Rolex Middle Sea Race, a
600-nautical-mile lap of Sicily that begins and ends in Malta. It
wasn’t the first time they’d been creamed, and they came to the
same conclusion: “We need a bigger boat.” Hence, Shockwave.
Durrant is a hyperfit Aussie, who, before becoming an
international businessman, had played rugged Aussie Rules
Shockwave’s owner, Christiaan Durrant, is a former fighter
pilot in the Australian Air Force, and he borrowed the bow
graphics from the Kittyhawks his squadron flew in WW II.

RODDY GRIME-GRAEME/ACQUA FILMS (OPPOSITE): CHRISTIAAN DURRANT
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HERB MCCORMICK (6)

for the race start, then a second one when Maserati radioed to
the race committee they had a problem. I know Soldini a bit,
and something very messy had to be happening on board for
him to make that call. The race committee hailed Argo and
Shockwave to see if both boats were OK to postpone, and both
readily agreed. Argo, it should be noted, was also a formidable
competitor; American skipper Jason Carroll and his all-star crew
had served notice to the sailing world after being first boat home
in last summer’s 50th running of the iconic Transpac Race from
California to Hawaii. As Shockwave’s Erickson explained, the
crew of Argo helped Shockwave in Antigua after the boat had
damaged its mainsail track on the long delivery, and it was clear
there was a strong sense of camaraderie among the competitors.
Yacht racing can actually be pretty cool.
Once the final countdown began, on Shockwave there was a
slight moment of hesitation among the six-man crew just before
the start, and for the briefest of periods, it seemed that the big
tri might be late. But Mearing, steering from a helm station
positioned well out on one of the amas—seriously, it was almost
like he was on another vessel entirely—pulled the trigger inside
of a minute, and Shockwave hit the line perfectly, making better
than 20 knots on a power reach to the first mark. Argo, bigger
and meaner, scorched past to leeward like we were almost
standing still, which we most certainly weren’t. Meanwhile,
Maserati, still with seeming problems, lagged behind. Then both
leaders rounded the mark and came hard on the breeze for a beat
down the southern shores of St. Maarten, the first leg of a long
round-the-island race.
And folks, let me tell you, it got wet. And trust me, when
the spray comes flying off the amas of a powerful trimaran like
Shockwave, it stings. Bigly. It was time to put my camera and
notebook away; actually, it was much too late for that, because
the camera was totally drenched and the notebook was wet pulp.
There wasn’t a dry spot topsides. I could not have been damper
if I’d just stepped out of the shower.
As we turned the corner at the southeast tip of St. Maarten
and took aim for the distant isle of Tintamarre—the next mark
on the course—all was well; Argo was ahead but in sight, which
meant we were right with them on handicap, and Maserati was
still in arrears. And then one of the crew said something that
stopped everyone cold: “I see sky.” The fact that he was staring
at the mainsail was, um, disturbing. The bottom panel was
delaminating, deconstructing, whatever. You could see sky.
Team Shockwave quickly went into action to tuck a third reef in
the main and minimize the damage. Once the job was complete, the
mainsheet was sheeted on hard, and moments later, there was that

unmistakable, piercing sound of cracking carbon that could easily be
heard over the wind and waves. Shockwave’s boom was in two pieces;
it had literally gone boom. The racing, and the regatta, were over.
Nobody panicked. If anything, there was more of a collective,
reflective sigh. Down came the mainsail. On came the engine. It
was a long motor home.
The silver lining was a long chat with Durrant who, despite
the day’s unraveling, was positively upbeat. He went so far as to
say he was pretty satisfied with how things unfolded, especially
his crew’s cool response to adversity. “I built my first boat with
my dad as a kid,” he said. “I worked my way up from the bottom
rungs of sailing. Everyone on board did. We worked hard to get
here. We’re individuals with a lot of passion for sailing. And we’re
building a strong team. We showed that today.”
He also had a cool story about the graphic on Shockwave’s
bow, which I’d been curious about. In his Air Force days, he flew
F-18s, but back in World War II, his same squadron had flown
Kittyhawks, with the famous bared-teeth logo on the nose. The
symbolism was clear. They came to play, but to play—and fight
—very hard.
A week later, having sorted out and repaired the boom
in a relative flash, Shockwave was on the starting line for the
Caribbean 600, and would ultimately earn a second in
the Multihull class, knocking off Argo and Maserati in the
process. Given what had transpired so recently in the roiled
waters off St. Maarten, the sweet result was, well, shocking.

Herb McCormick is CW’s executive editor.
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With the wind continuing to build, there was a postponement
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Scenes from a wet and wild race in the Caribbean: Shortly after the start, Durrant flashed a grin while helmsman Jeff
Mearing focused on the course ahead (opposite). During the pre-start (top, left to right), navigator Nils Erickson counted
down the minutes. Meanwhile, co-skipper Scott Klodowski tended the jib sheets. Moments after the start, the 70-foot tri
Argo shot past to leeward. A quick reef was employed to the damaged mainsail. But the broken boom (below) ended it all.
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For over three decades, the Atlantic Rally for Cruisers has been a part
of the trans-Atlantic experience for sailors, and the destination— St.
Lucia—the launching point for tropical cruising dreams.

G

reat! You’re just in time for an arrival,” said Sarah
Collins, the communications manager for World
Cruising Club’s Atlantic Rally for Cruisers, more
commonly known as just the ARC. I was still a little bleary,
having arrived in St. Lucia late the night before, but this is
what I was here for—to meet some of the crews who just
arrived in Rodney Bay after crossing the Atlantic.
I hustled down the long dock (seriously, IGY Rodney
Bay Marina is enormous) to find the correct slip. It wasn’t
hard—I just needed to look for the gathering of Yellow
Shirts, the name given to the team from World Cruising
Club that handles all the on-site logistics and, you guessed
it, are easily identified by their bright yellow shirts. Along
with the team in yellow, the greeting committee included
a steel-drum musician, and a pair from St. Lucia tourism
who provided each arrival, no matter what time of day or
night, with a fresh fruit basket and some rum punch. A warm
welcome to the Caribbean indeed. Arriving now was Altair,

a Saga 48, from Annapolis, Maryland, one of 22 American
boats in the event (Great Britain had the greatest representation at 54). Capt. Joe Reed backed smartly into the slip
while his two crew passed lines to waiting Yellow Shirts.
In a moment, the engine was shut down, wobbly legs were
stretched, rum punches handed out, and congratulatory hugs
and handshakes passed around. So how was everyone feeling
after the crossing? “Exhausted, and pleased,” Reed said, smiling. And with that, the tired crew went about the business
of showers and clearing in, and the welcoming committee
moved on to the next arrival.
The ARC, which began in 1986, attracts about 200 boats
and 1,200 people each year. The route is a classic tradewind run that departs Las Palmas de Gran Canaria in late
November, and ends roughly two and a half to three weeks
later in St. Lucia, one of the Caribbean’s Windward Islands.
Due to the size of the ARC, and its longevity, I have been
intrigued by the event for years, and was eager to learn more

For the Hall family aboard Kathryn del Fuego, a Hallberg Rassy 46, the 2019 Atlantic Rally for Cruisers was the ﬁrst
long passage they had done together. They plan to eventually cruise the Paciﬁc.

JAMES MITCHELL/COURTESY WORLD CRUISING CLUB
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about it and what makes it remain so
popular after three decades.
As I wandered around the marina and
chatted with participants and Yellow
Shirts at the on-site ARC headquarters, I quickly learned to let go of any
preconceived notion I may have had
of what a “rally person” is—this event
covers the gamut, and I was blown away
by the range of sailors and their boats.
In all, the 2019 ARC had 190 entrants—
including 40 multihulls—representing
35 countries. The boats ranged in size
from a Dufour 34 to the 104-foot
superyacht Ulisse. As for the sailors,
participants included 42 children and
at least one octogenarian, circumnavigators and crews fairly new to sailing,
veteran ARC sailors, and first-timers.
Russell Hall, aboard Kathryn del
Fuego, a Hallberg Rassy 46 hailing from
the United Kingdom, had completed
a trans-Atlantic in his 20s, and was
excited to repeat the adventure with
his wife, Kathryn, and sons Hugo, 8,
and Felix, 6. “I was against [joining the
ARC] at first,” he said.
“Yeah, Russell was against it. I wanted to do it,” Kathryn added. “I wanted
to do the crossing with other people,
and I wanted the kids to meet other

Things to Do in St. Lucia
Pigeon Island National
Landmark: This park is a quick
taxi ride or about a 45-minute walk
from Rodney Bay. The hike up the
hill to the fort will stretch your legs
for sure, and the view at the top
is breathtaking. After, enjoy tasty
Caribbean fare at the beachside
Jambe de Bois restaurant.
Tet Paul Nature Trail: Learn
about the ﬂora and fauna of the
island from a knowledgeable guide
on a hike that takes you to some
of the most beautiful views of the
iconic Pitons mountains.
Gros Islet Friday Night Fish Fry:
Just a 15-minute stroll from Rodney
Bay is the little village of Gros Islet.
Head there on a Friday night for a
real St. Lucian experience.
Sulfur Spring Park: The hottest
and most active geothermal area in
the Lesser Antilles, this park offers
an interesting look at the bubbling
crater, and an opportunity for a
mud bath in the warm sulfur pools.

kids so they would feel like this was a
normal thing to do. And it’s been great.”
Russell agreed: “The main apprehension wasn’t the nearly 3,000 miles of
ocean—it’s that we were doing it as a
family.”
So how was the crossing? “The
first week was good—light winds, so
it was easy to cook, easy to get into a
routine and do a bit of homeschooling,”
Kathryn said. “But the second week was
really tough. We had two sets of waves,
the seas were confused, and there was a
12-foot swell. That week was really, really hard. The kids did well though. They
weren’t ill, did arts and crafts every day,
had movie nights. It’s nice to have the
camaraderie of the ARC—we literally
could always see another boat on AIS
during the crossing, which was amazing.
We didn’t expect that.” With the long
voyage under their belt, the Hall family
was looking forward to hanging out in
the Caribbean for a bit before heading
toward Panama and the Pacific.
Down the dock from Kathryn del
Kia Ora, a Norseman 447, was one
of the last boats to arrive in Rodney
Bay. No matter the arrival time, a
fruit basket will be waiting.

CLARE PENGELLY/ COURTESY WORLD CRUISING CLUB; OPPOSITE: JAMES MITCHELL (BOTTOM RIGHT); JENNIFER BRETT (3)
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for the old and settled—we’re the hippies;
we don’t need to do the ARC.” Then Lien
laughed and added: “Now we’re old and
settled ourselves. We thought it would
be fun, mainly for the kids. We didn’t
join the ARC so much for the safety
reasons, more for the fun.” The family’s
extended plans include spending time
in the Caribbean, followed by travels
north to the US, Canada, Greenland,
Iceland and then home to Norway. Lien
is planning to film another season of
the family’s series, Message in a Bottle,

Clockwise from top left: Altair’s Joe Reed accepts his arrival rum and fruit.
The view from Fort Rodney is gorgeous. VakiVaki is a busy boat with a crew
of seven. IGY Rodney Bay Marina was packed with the ARC fleet.

boat for the family, chosen because “it
was the smallest boat that could fit two
families,” Lien said. “It has eight beds,
and we like the layout.”
“We actually weren’t going to go
traveling,” Nordhagen added. “We were
planning to bring the boat home to
Norway [from Germany]. And then we
turned left instead.”
“And here we are!” Lien said.
Although everyone aboard had plenty
of experience, it was their first ARC.
“Before we thought, The ARC is more

along the way (check out season one on
YouTube: youtu.be/IKol2MpElHE).
Buzzing around the docks and
the small ARC headquarters office, the
team of Yellow Shirts kept everything
running smoothly—and there was a
lot to juggle. From organizing the daily
excursions and activities that crews
can sign up for to the evening parties
and all the logistics of the constant
stream of arriving boats, the team was
busy—but clearly enjoying what they
do. “In St. Lucia we operate a watch/

shift pattern for welcoming arrivals,
with no two shifts the same,” Collins
said. “Over this time, we get to know
the participants and share in their
adventure, which is a great buzz and
very rewarding. Possibly the most
difficult aspect is, in the same way as
the fleet, we have to be adaptable to
weather conditions, which can present
challenges. In 2019, the weather was
kind to the fleet, with few breakages or
significant problems at sea; however,
it meant the fleet all arrived in Rodney
Bay at a similar time, so coordinating
berthing requirements was a big logistical challenge. Organizing the shoreside program, we are also at the mercy
of the weather the boats experience
during the crossing. The workdays are
long, but we support each other and
have a lot of fun along the way too.”
Managing director Andrew Bishop
has been at the helm of World Cruising
Club since 1999, when founder Jimmy
Cornell retired. How has the ARC
changed in the 20 years since? “I think
it’s become more established, more
well-known,” Bishop said. “In the early
days, there were more people who were
doing it as part of an Atlantic circuit,
whereas now we get people who are
sailing the ARC because they want to
sail across the Atlantic, and it’s not necessarily part of a circuit. They’ll do the
crossing and have their boats shipped
back. We’ve focused on developing the
program around the ARC. Obviously,
we can’t be with participants at sea,
so the improvements have to come
with the program that we deliver at
the beginning and the end. It’s a pretty
well-oiled event now.”
All over the docks, from the participants to the Yellow Shirts, the word I
kept hearing over again was “camaraderie,” and it was plainly visible among
everyone I met. “Everyone’s nice,
everyone helps out,” Russell Hall noted.
“When we were sailing to the start in
Las Palmas, and would fly our ARC flag
in an anchorage, people would come
over to talk about it. Everyone seemed
to know what it was, and because you
have the flag up, they know you’re going
on a long-distance adventure.”
Jennifer Brett is CW’s senior editor.
Note on the 2020 Atlantic Rally for
Cruisers: The World Cruising Club is optimistic that the new coronavirus pandemic
will have subsided enough by November to
allow for the events to happen as planned.
Visit worldcruising.com for updates.
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Fuego, I found the Norwegian Dufour
430 VakiVaki, and the crew definitely
had an interesting story. Aboard were
Thomas Lien and his wife, Susann
Nordhagen, and their two kids, along
with friend Jo Borkhus and his two
kids. “Yeah, it’s definitely a kid boat,”
Nordhagen laughed.
Lien, a filmmaker, already had a
circumnavigation under his belt, and
the whole family had extensive sailing
experience in the Pacific as well as
around Norway. VakiVaki was a new
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Pajot
Orana 44
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BILLY BLACK

There are options out there for budget-minded sailors
who want to make their escape and still have a few bucks
to feed the cruising kitty. By Phil Berman

10 CATS
STILL
ON THE
PROWL

cruisingworld.com

generations of multihulls at the expense of sailing performance.
Here’s my advice to the cat hunter on a budget: Don’t get too
hung up on the length of the boat. Instead, focus on the spatial
and payload requirements you seek and which can be achieved
within your budget. And best not get too focused on must-have
features—what I jokingly call “surround-sound beds.” Catamaran
designs and interiors have gone through massive changes in the
past 10 to 20 years, and most older designs simply cannot compete
with the new ones in terms of space and high-end amenities.
None of the cool cats I have in mind are over 47 feet. This is
not because there aren’t bargain boats out there that are 47 feet
and longer, but because any larger multihull that you can buy for
$300,000 or less will most assuredly need a significant refit or is
either very old or very odd. Buying a fixer-upper is, to my mind,
the most dangerous thing a budget-minded consumer can do. It’s
just too easy to underestimate the cost of yacht refits and repairs
due to the extremely high prices charged in most boatyards.
Nearly any cat you buy over 10 years old is fully depreciated.
What we were selling a Lagoon 440 for eight or 10 years ago is
nearly the same as what they sell for today. The difference between
a good deal and a bad deal is tied solely to a yacht’s condition and
refit history. As they joke in private-equity circles, “Any idiot can
buy; you deserve congratulations only when you sell.”
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So,

you want to get a catamaran, sail off
into the sunset, and capture some magic
with your lover or family for a few years.
You have no ambition to sail around the
world or to live aboard forever, but think
a one- or two-year sabbatical might be life-changing. You’d like
to sail the US East Coast, the Bahamas, the Caribbean, perhaps
the Med—or up and down the West Coast and on to Mexico
and Central America. You have $300,000 or less to spend and
want a catamaran you can sell at the end of the journey without
consuming a bottle of Tylenol to blunt the pain.
The good news is that this is quite achievable. The bad news is
that there is a vast wave of baby boomers who are all looking for
the same thing—and for right around the same price. This makes
finding a good deal on a great used catamaran a lot of work, even
working with a broker. But, it’s possible. You just need to keep an
open mind.
The other good news, which might seem surprising, is that an
older catamaran, besides being more affordable, might sail just as
well—or even better—than the same-size new cat that will cost
considerably more. Yes, the older model might have less room
inside and lack the latest condo-on-the-water styling, but it was
designed and built before the current trend to supersize the newer
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So, when your search
gets underway, focus on
condition—it is far more
important than the year, brand
or features you might crave.
And when you find the cat of
your dreams, the best way to
remove financial-downside risk
is to get a great survey and to
choose the newest, smallest cat
that will work for your agenda,
not the oldest and biggest.
And a word of caution: Your
problem will be knowing a
good deal from a bad one after
the survey is over if you are
not well-schooled in pricing.
Besides steering you toward
potential boats to consider,
this is where a broker, working
on your behalf, can provide
knowledgeable advice. It’s
been my experience that
this is the point when so
many yacht sales come apart:
a dispute over the value
of a given yacht when the
survey results come in. All
too commonly we see buyers
reject yachts they should have
accepted and purchase cats
they should have rejected.
Remember, a used yacht is
a used yacht—not a perfect
yacht. A catamaran need not
be perfect to remain a perfectly good deal. Here, then, are
10 cool cats to consider in the
$300,000-or-less range:

}

01
F O U N TA I N E PA J O T
ORANA 44
Fountaine Pajot had the misfortune of tooling up this boat
just before the global financial
crisis, so not that many of
them were built between 2007
and 2012. But these were the
first of the larger-space charter
cats in this size, but not yet so
porky that they still could not
sail decently. In the threecabin owner’s version, they
designed the living space very
nicely; even in the four-cabin
version, the aft starboard bed
was very well-done.
During this period,
Fountaine Pajot had problems
with the resin it was using,
which led to blistering on the
hulls and undersides. Affected
models therefore had new
bottoms done at approved
shipyards throughout the

world. Make sure the one you
are considering had this done
or that it doesn’t show evidence
of significant blistering.
Honestly it is only cosmetic,
but it will impact resale if not
repaired. Many consumers
think blisters are the end of the
world; frankly, they are not.

}

02
C ATA N A 4 3 1
Built in France by a longstanding yard, the Catana 431
was always a very viable vessel
because it is big enough to go
anywhere, but not too large for
a competent owner to handle.
And because the 431 has good
underwing clearance and
daggerboards, it sails smartly
to windward.
That said, there are a few
things to watch for. The
primary bulkheads on many of
these boats were not tabbed
on the outer ends, and over
time tended to distort. Often
this led, or will lead, to a costly
replacement of some bulkheads. So be careful to survey
these areas properly.
The 431’s furniture is all
foam-cored and handmade,
but the banding on the outer
edges in some cases slowly
starts to peel, which allows
moisture to infect the wood
veneer. This can create a somewhat unsightly appearance in
the cabinets and drawers. It
is only a cosmetic issue, but it
can make the interior feel a bit
worn out.
During the period when the
431 was being built, Catana
used a distributive electrical
card system, and the boats had
several modules, each a zone,
to which electricity was run.
If one thing in a zone stops
working, the only solution is
to jury-rig a wire from that
nonworking item back to the
main breaker panel. Replacing
the modules or getting them
repaired can be done, but it
is getting harder by the year.
For this reason, the best 431 is
a boat that someone else had
rewired at some point along
the way.
03
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If you need a larger escape

pod, the Lagoon 470 is one of
our favorites. This model
of older Lagoons was built
at CNB’s yard in Bordeaux,
France, and the build quality
was high. The 470 was the first
design to have the more-vertical windows that are a Lagoon
signature, and ample saloon
headroom. The 470s are also
old enough that the hulls were
not so supersize that it compromised sailing performance.
They have decent underwing
clearance, so they are not
persistent pounders to windward. Many were built with a
galley-down layout, some in
galley-up style. You will always
pay more for an owner version
of this or any model.
The big thing you have
to concern yourself with on
Lagoons of this vintage is
that the hulls and decks are
made with a balsa core, so
it is not uncommon to find
moisture problems, especially around deck fittings or
hatches. This can sometimes
require rebedding or recoring
areas, and this sort of repair,
in North America, can be a
costly undertaking. Make sure
you get good moisture-meter
readings near all deck fittings
and, of course, on the hulls.
Hulls, however, tend less
often to have moisture issues
because there are few fittings
through which water can enter
the core. Were that to happen
below the waterline, it is a real
mess that must be repaired
immediately and properly.

}
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PRIVILÈGE 435
Back when the Privilège 435
was built, Privilège catamarans
were constructed by Alliaura
Marine in France, and they
were truly the Mercedes of the
multihull world at that time.
While not a performance
cat by any means, the 435
was a super-solid yacht, built
with great care and the finest
components. The 435 is large
enough to go anywhere but
small enough to handle easily.
The largest negative of this
model—and many cats of this
vintage—is that the saloon
windows slope dramatically,
so the interior gets very

hot unless the windows are
covered most of the time.
When they legalize growing
pot on catamarans, here’s the
perfect greenhouse for it!
Seriously, if you should buy a
used 435, you really have to get
strong sunblocking external
UV covers, as well as interior
blinds or shades to inhibit heat
buildup.
Some of the 435s were laid
out with the galley down
in one hull, and these days
most people want a galley-up
arrangement, where cooking
and food preparation are done
in the saloon. A three-cabin
galley-up owner version will
be far more sought after and
cost more than a four-cabin
galley-down version.

}
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L E O PA R D 46
This was the first of the
Morrelli & Melvin collaborations with South African
builder Robertson and Caine
and the charter companies
owned at the time by TUI
Marine to create a catamaran
that could be sold both into
charter under the Moorings
brand and also privately as
a Leopard, so effort was
made to design a boat with
good sailing performance.
Gino Morrelli did a good job
creating a lot of underwing
clearance, the 46 has a powerful rig, and yet its interior
still offers spacious sleeping
areas and nice flow from the
cockpit to the saloon. These
can be bought as ex-Moorings
charter boats for less than
$300,000 but are more costly
in the sought-after Leopard
owner version.
Because these are balsacored boats, you must inspect
deck fittings carefully for
moisture incursion. Some of
the earlier ones also experienced structural problems on
the aft bulkhead and overdoor-frame areas between
saloon and cockpit. Also,
during this period, the windows in the main saloon had
a tendency to leak and, when
they did, required rebedding
or replacement. This was a
costly job, so check this out
carefully during survey.

S T O RY N A M E

COURTESY YACHT SEARCH; BILLY BLACK (MIDDLE); COURTESY CATANA (TOP)
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Lagoon 470
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S T. F R A N C I S 4 4 /
KNYSNA 440
If you wish to spend under
$250,000, the older Saint
Francis 44 and Knysna 440 are
worth a look.
Back in 1990, Duncan
Lethbridge started St. Francis
Catamarans in South Africa
with the St. Francis 43. The
boat was meant to be a fast,
strong bluewater voyager—
and it was. The 43 was made
with foam core, keeping the
structure light, and it was very
strongly built, with a powerful
rig. The 43 loved to sail. And
so too did the St. Francis 44,
an updated version of the
original.
The boat did have a couple
of negatives, however, the
first being its sloped windows
that built up interior heat.
And the boat wasn’t a great
fit for tall people, having less
than 6-foot-2-inch headroom
in the hulls. Also, the engines
were installed amidships,
which made the boat noisy
inside under power. It also
made the amidships areas of
the hulls too narrow to have
centrally located heads and
showers, which in turn meant
the only layout available was a
four-cabin, four-head design.
In the forward cabins, the
heads and showers had to be
far forward; in the aft cabins,
the heads and showers were
located far aft.
St. Francis sold the tooling
for the 44 to Knysna Yachts in
2004, and Knysna raised the
headroom in the saloon and
moved the engines aft to each
stern. The hulls remained fundamentally the same, but the
design was improved nicely.
The largest negative of both
the Saint Francis 44 and the
Knysna 440 is that they have
very low underwing clearance. Things can get pretty
noisy when pushing against
washing-machine seas.
But you cannot have it
all and still pay less than
$250,000 in a midsize cat;
compromises must be made.
And these boats do sail quite
smartly compared with many
in their size range.
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Privilège
435
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Leopard 46
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Lagoon 440

L AG O O N 4 40
This was the most popular
catamaran ever made, and it
started the catamaran flybridge
craze, which helped to convert
many powerboaters to sailors.
What I like about the 440 is
that it is an infinitely better
sailer than some of its peers,
and has decent underwing
clearance, vertical windows,
and nice cabins for sleeping
and living. While the aft cockpit is rather small, the saloon
is quite large.
Flybridges are a bit of a
love-hate thing. There is no
question that in a cat of this
size, the windward performance suffers a bit due to the
boom positioned so high off
the water. When piloting, the
skipper is separated from those
on the bridgedeck. Part of the
reason flybridges are so popular
in charter is that most of the
parties take place up there
while sailing and at anchor. In
private ownership, however,
it is seldom that everyone is
hanging out on the flybridge
during a long passage.
As always with Lagoons,
these are balsa-cored boats,
so a careful survey is in order.
Pay attention also to bulkhead
tabbing to make sure they
have not separated from
the hulls.
Because so many of the
440s were built to go into
charter, there are a lot of
four-cabin, four-head models for resale. These will
sell for considerably less
on the brokerage market
than a coveted three-cabin,
private-owner model.
08
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L E O PA R D 4 0
When you get into the 40-foot
size range, a four-cabin layout
can become pretty cramped
and claustrophobic below,
but the three-cabin owner
version of the Leopard 40
is a very nice pocket cruiser.
A Morrelli & Melvin design,
the 40 has good underwing
clearance and nicely shaped
hulls. Not a large cat, per se,
and less-suited for significant
distance sailing than others

BILLY BLACK; MULTIHULL COMPANY/CAL LANDAU (MIDDLE) COURTESY LEOPARD CATAMARANS (TOP)
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because its payload is limited,
the 40 is still well-suited
for a couple and a child or
two for near-coastal and
island-hopping action.

08

Leopard 40

M A N TA 4 2
If you are searching for a cat
in the $200,000 range, the
Manta 42s were well-built in
Florida, and their electrical
systems were very well-done
compared with many other
multihulls of that era. While
many of the features on the
boat are quite dated, these
Mantas sail very well, and
easily, and have been popular
with coastal cruisers for
two decades.
The largest negative of the
Mantas is that people taller
than 6 feet will find the saloon
headroom right on the edge,
and the berths are not especially large. Also, forward visibility from the saloon windows
is not particularly panoramic,
so the interiors are a bit darker
inside than current-generation
catamarans.

09
Manta 42

43

Phil Berman is the president of
the Multihull Company and the
founder of Balance Catamarans.
He has managed the sale of more
than 900 catamarans.
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The Lagoon 410 was quite a
popular cat in its prime, and
for good reason. It offers
lots of visibility thanks to
its vertical windows, good
headroom for a cat of its size,
nice berths, and a workable,
though smallish, galley-up
design. The 410 has decent
underwing clearance, can sail
nicely over the waves, and
its singlehanded operation is
super easy. In the three-cabin
owner’s configuration, it’s just
a very cool little cat.
As always, a balsa-core boat
must be surveyed carefully,
especially on deck, for moisture incursion near fittings and
hatches. It can be costly to
repair rotted core and to rebed
deck fittings. But find a dry
one, and it should definitely be
counted as a contender for a
buyer with a limited budget.

cruisingworld.com
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Lagoon 410

Get a GEICO quote for your boat and, in just 15 minutes,
you’ll know how much you could be saving. If you like
what you hear, you can buy your policy right on the spot.
Then let us do the rest while you enjoy your free time
with peace of mind.
geico.com/boat | 1-800-865-4846

Some discounts, coverages, payment plans, and features are not available in all states, in all GEICO companies, or in all situations. Boat and PWC coverages are underwritten by GEICO Marine Insurance Company. In the state
of CA, program provided through Boat Association Insurance Services, license #0H87086. GEICO is a registered service mark of Government Employees Insurance Company, Washington, DC 20076; a Berkshire Hathaway
Inc. subsidiary. © 2020 GEICO 20_206641
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ydrofoils have been
providing dynamic lift
since ﬁsh sprouted ﬁns. And
people have been employing
foils ever since they ﬁrst put
paddle to water, and certainly
since adding keels and rudders
to boats. But the modern,
ﬂying America’s Cup boats,
kiteboards, Moth dinghies,
shorthanded offshore thoroughbreds—these are all
playing in a new world in
which the terms “hydrofoils”
or “lifting foils” describe those
oriented to raise a hull or hulls
from the water. In these racing
realms, if you ain’t got foils, you
ain’t got nothin’.
Lifting foils that allow these
boats to sometimes home in
on three times the wind speed
might appear to be of little
interest to cruising sailors, but
with such common cruising
features as self-steering and
autopilots, self-tailing winches,
rope clutches, ﬁn keels and
faster hull shapes all having
been passed down from the
racing scene, one must ask,
“What promise, if any, do
hydrofoils hold?”

cruisingworld.com

P R A C T I C A L

Concept artist David Levy offers a view of what the future might look like as sailboats
sprout foils and cruisers ﬂy across the waves.
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The future is now for Alex Thomson aboard the soaring IMOCA 60 Hugo Boss (top). Foils
on the Beneteau Figaro 3 provide lift to lessen the boat’s displacement.

FLUID DYNAMICS
PRIMER
Any foil—a wing, sail, keel,
rudder or lifting foil—redirects
the ﬂow of ﬂuid (air included),
creating high- and low-pressure
areas on opposite sides of the
appendage, while developing lift perpendicular to the
foil’s surface.
Advancements in foiling
science is due in part to the
hundreds of foil shapes that
were tested, with tabulated results, by the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics,
the forerunner of the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration. For the better
part of a century now, aircraft

COURTESY ALEX THOMSON RACING (TOP); COURTESY BENETEAU/BILLY BLACK;
COURTESY STEVEN CALLAHAN (OPPOSITE)
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Read on.
Lifted or partially lifted
boat patents extend back to
1869, but workable watercraft
took roots along with early
ﬂight. Italian Enrico Forlanini
began experimenting with
foils in 1898. In 1906, his 1-ton
60 hp foiler reached 42.5 mph.
Alexander Graham Bell’s
HD-4 Hydrodrome ﬂew on
Bras d’ Or Lake at 70 mph in
1919. And several sailing foiler
patents began appearing in
the 1950s. Notably, JG Baker’s
26-foot monohull, Monitor, ﬂew
at 30-plus mph in 1955. Baker
experimented with a number of
foil conﬁgurations, and at least
built, if not used, the ﬁrst wing
mast. The ﬁrst offshore foiler
was likely David Keiper’s ﬂying
trimaran, Williwaw, in which
he crisscrossed the Paciﬁc in
the 1960s.
By the 1980s, numerous
speed-trial and foil-enhanced
offshore-racing multihulls
showed huge promise, and have
since evolved into behemoth
trimarans clocking 30 to 40
knots continuously for long
periods, not to mention the
monohulls in the Vendée Globe
(and soon the Ocean Race) that
are capable of speeds exceeding
30 knots. But as boat designer
Rodger Martin once reminded
me, “If you want a new idea,
look in an old book.” He was
right. The fully foiling monohulls that will compete in the
2021 America’s Cup will bring
things back full circle to the
foiling monohull Monitor.

with asymmetrical sections
honed for performance in a
more stable, ﬂuid ﬂow.
The point is, any foil can be
employed at various angles to
the surface to prevent leeway,
produce increased stability,
or help lift the boat out of the
water. But those not required
to work with ﬂuid ﬂowing
from opposite sides can then
be honed to maximize lift and
minimize drag. Asymmetrical
foils were used on boats like
Bruce King’s bilgeboarders,
including Hawkeye, back in
the 1970s. And, designers,
including Olin Stephens, had
previously employed trim tabs
behind keels to improve keel
performance.
Sails, which are heeled
airfoils, not only drive the boat
forward, but they also produce

The author sketched out a cruiser with deck-mounted,
ram-controlled foils that are swept back to shed ﬂotsam.

prop planes and sails when off
the wind or in light conditions.
Most sailors are familiar
with traditional foils on boats,
the teardrop sections of keels
that produce lift to weather, reducing leeway, and of rudders,
allowing them to steer. Even a
ﬂat plate can be a foil, but these
tend to be inefﬁcient. Such a
shape is prone to ﬂuid separation from the surface, meaning
they stall easily, and they maintain poor lift-to-drag ratios.
Even keels and rudders are
somewhat lift-compromised
because they are symmetrical
and have to work with ﬂuid
coming from either side,
whereas lifting foils are more
like aircraft wings or propellers,

downforce, actually increasing
the dynamic displacement
of the boat. To counter this and
keep the boat sailing more upright, multihull designer Dick
Newick ﬁrst employed slanted
asymmetrical hydrofoils in the
outer hulls of his small charter
trimaran, Lark, in 1962. A portion of the lift developed by the
hydrofoil resisted leeway, while
a portion worked to actually
lift the leeward hull, keeping
the boat more upright and reducing dynamic displacement
and drag.
Anyone who has ridden on
even a foil-stabilized boat will
know how riding at least lightly
on the waves, and especially
above them, beats smashing

through them. When boats
lift off, everything gets a lot
smoother, drag falls away, and
the boat accelerates.
CRUISING ON FOILS
But why would a cruiser want
to whip over the sea? Wouldn’t
this demand an inordinate
amount of attention by the
crew? Would lifting foils even
be applicable to a boat that
must have substantial displacement to carry crew and stores?
Aren’t cruising-boat hydrofoils
an oxymoron?
Maybe, but I believe our
boats’ hulls are likely to sprout
ﬁns much as ﬁsh have as we
orient foils to more efﬁciently
resist leeway, add stability, aid
steering, reduce drag, increase
comfort, allow for shallower
draft, and enhance wider
variations in hull shapes.
Boats have gotten increasingly wide through the years to
advance form stability, improve
performance (primarily off the
wind), and boost interior volume. But the downside is that
fat boats tend to slam more
upwind. What if you could reduce dynamic displacement of
the boat and lift that hull even
partially from the water? The
result would be less slamming,
especially upwind.
At the same time, what
about narrower boats that are
known for being more seakindly, especially when closehauled,
but lack form stability to carry
adequate sail area for powering
upwind, and tend to roll badly
downwind? Or shallow-draft
vessels that are lovely for cruising, but again, tend to suffer
from reduced stability? Foils
can give that stability back.
Looking ahead, boat
designers might choose to
reduce ballast, making up for
it with a foil. In short, lifting
foils can reduce boat drag and
motion while increasing power
and performance.
Pitching also does no favors
for speed or crew comfort.
Foils can come into play here as
well. Foils parallel to the sea’s
surface resist motion up and
down, and a lifted boat skating
above chop also is less prone
to hobby-horsing through
waves. Multihulls have always

been particularly susceptible
to pitching for a number of
reasons, but watching videos
of multihulls sailing to weather
show an obvious huge advantage that foilers have compared
with nonfoilers. Offshore
multihulls now routinely employ T-foils on the rudders to
control the fore and aft angles
of the boat (attitude), a feature
easily adaptable to any vessel.
OK, so what’s the cost?
Obviously, the more things
sticking through the hull,
especially if they are retractable, the more it’s going to impact the interior. There would
be added weight, complexity
and cost. Foils also create
noise, and there’s susceptibility
to damage from hitting stuff.
And let’s not forget compromises with shapes, purposes
and things not yet imagined.
As for damage, it’s possible
to fold the foils back into the
hull. Think swinging centerboards or actual ﬁsh ﬁns.
Daggerboardlike foils can at
least employ shock-absorbing
systems similar to the daggerboard arrangements found in
many multihulls. This includes
weak links that are outside
the hull, so if a foil is struck,
it frees the foil to fold back
or to come off before being
destroyed or damaging the hull.
Or, foils might hang from the
deck rather than penetrating
the hull, allowing them to kick
up (and to be retroﬁtted to
existing boats). These conﬁgurations also relieve the interior
of intrusions, and keep the
noise more removed from it. I
have no doubt that numerous
talented designers will be exploring all kinds of options and
compromises in coming years,
ﬁnding ways to make foils both
practical and more than worth
the compromises.
Sailing more upright,
shallower draft, speed,
comfort—what’s not to like?
Just what is possible? I have a
feeling the cruising community
is about to ﬁnd out.
Steven Callahan is a multihull
aﬁcionado, boat designer and
the author of Adrift, an account
of his 76 days spent in a life raft
across the Atlantic.
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and boat designers have been
able to choose from a spectrum
of reﬁned foil sections that
produce predictable amounts
of lift and drag for known
speeds of ﬂuid and angles of attack, or the angle at which the
foil passes through the ﬂuid.
Sections of efﬁcient faster foils,
as seen on jets or as we ﬂatten
our sails to go upwind or reach
high speeds, have smaller nose
radii and are thinner, with the
thickest section of the foils
farther aft, up to nearly halfway
toward the trailing edge.
The most efﬁcient foil sections at slow speeds are fatter,
with the maximum thickness
farther forward, and with larger
nose radii, than faster foils. The
angle to ﬂuid ﬂow or angle of
attack also is greater. We see
these slower foils on wings of
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eep the rig up. These four
words mean everything
to a sailor. Over Lyra’s winter
layup, I spent many hours
working on her rig to ensure
that we do just that. A big part
of that came in the form of
replacing the forestay, as well
as a comprehensive overhaul
and inspection of the ProFurl
furling system.
Lyra is our 1980 Reliance
44, and has a nine-year
circumnavigation and several
trans-Atlantic crossings under
her belt. Additionally, we’ve
been racking up an average of
2,000 nautical miles annually
for the past 10 years on a rig
that was last seriously serviced
in the early 1990s while the
boat was in New Zealand. It
is a testament to her overbuilt
design and uncompromising
owners that it has held up well.
With the rig out for the ﬁrst
time since we put the boat
together after purchasing
her 10 years ago, I wanted to
address any issues before they
occurred.
The furler’s aluminum-foil
extrusion had to be removed
The replacement of the
headstay and the servicing
of the ProFurl unit is a big
job but easier when broken
down step by step. 1) The
ﬁrst step is pulling the rig
and getting access to the
tang. 2) Next, you need to
get the furling-drum assembly off the foil. 3) Four
Allen connector screws
kept each connector insert
in place. Once I removed
their silicone sealant, the
sections slid apart and off
the end of the stay. 4) By
anchoring the terminals of
the old and new wire stays
with a screwdriver, I could
compare lengths easily.

from the headstay in order
to inspect the actual wire;
and in order to remove it, the
Sta-Lok ﬁtting on the bottom
of the stay needed to be disassembled. Even though the
existing stay passed a visual
inspection perfectly, it proved
to be a relatively simple and
inexpensive process to simply
replace the wire for future
peace of mind.
HEADSTAY AND
FOIL REMOVAL
Removing the furling assembly
and turnbuckle allowed me
to see the Sta-Lok terminator

on the bottom of the stay.
The two tangs on the outside
of the ﬁttings slid down after
removing the two Allen bolts
in the bottom of the titanium
furler base (photo 1). Now the
turnbuckle could be spun off.
I next removed the two
large Allen set screws that
keep the drum assembly
attached to the foil and slid it
off as well (photo 2).
Using two wrenches to take
apart the Sta-Lok ﬁtting, the
lower terminator could now
be removed. I had to use some
heat in the form of a propane
torch to break the Loctite in

1

2

3

4

the threads, which was ﬁne
because all of the parts that
will be reused needed to be
cleaned before reassembly.
The foils were now ready to
be disassembled. Four Allen
set screws kept each connector insert in place inside
the foil (photo 3). Mine were
sealed with silicone sealant,
which popped right out when
a sharp screw was turned into
it. Once removed, the sections
slid apart and off the end
of the stay where I had removed the Sta-Lok. Be careful
using heat to free the set
screws, so as not to melt the

GREEN BRETT (8)
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Midway through the headstay replacement, things
were coming together nicely. 5) The old stay was a halfinch too long, so I cut the
new one shorter. Wrapping
the new wire in masking
tape made it easier to keep
the strands together as I cut
them. 6) I used a wire coat
hanger, a Scotch Brite pad
and my drill to clean out the
old Sta-Lok ﬁttings without
damaging the threads. 7)
Threading the wire rope
through the new cone is a
delicate job. 8) Once everything was in place, I gooped
up the top terminal before
threading it together.

Photo 8 shows the top
terminal all gooped up and
ready to thread together. The
ﬁtting was gently dry-ﬁtted
ﬁrst, so the cone has moved
down to its home and the outer strands are bent into place.
Last, I added blue Loctite to
the threads and put it together
(photo 9). Sta-Lok says not
to use too much force when
tightening, so I went with a
very ﬁrm feel. Sealant should
(and did) ooze out the top.
Wipe it clean (photo 10), and
it’s all done!
SERVICING
THE PROFURL
The ProFurl furler was in
decent shape. There are bearings in the furler unit and top
swivel that moved freely and
had no play, so I opted to leave
them as they were. There was
some wear on some of the connector’s plastic bearing inserts,
so I bought four sets of them
and replaced as needed. The

5
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7

8

biggest job was to replace all
of the original set screws with
longer set screws with a post
below the threads, an upgrade
recommended by RigPro. The
idea is that the stud would
keep the connectors in place
more effectively than the original friction-reliant, cupped
set screws did (photo 11).
In order to accurately drill
a hole in the connector to
receive the stud on the new
set screws, I had to make
a guide. This was done by
drilling out the center of an
original set screw with a bit
sized to the post on the new
set screws. This allowed me
to screw in the guide using
an Allen wrench, perfectly
centering the bit without
damaging the foil’s existing
set screw threads. The center
measurements between holes
drilled by the factory are
not all the same, so it was
important to keep each insert
in place and oriented—easily
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REPLACING
THE HEADSTAY
With some attention to detail
and the following items, I
found that replacing the wire
using the existing Sta-Lok
ﬁttings was well within the
skill set of the average DIY
sailor. The tools needed are a
tape measure, hacksaw, masking tape, drill, Scotch Brite
pad, wire coat hanger, a couple
of wrenches, Loctite, silicone
sealant, and new cones for the
Sta-Lok ﬁtting.
I sourced 54 feet of 10 mm
high-end Loos wire rope from
RigPro in Portsmouth, Rhode
Island. With the replacement
set screws for the foil, the
bill came to $545.46. I was
fortunate enough to have a
spare Sta-Lok terminal, which
I installed on the new wire.
By anchoring the terminals in
the ground with a screwdriver,
I could pull the old and new
wire side by side to get an accurate measurement of length
(photo 4).
I wrapped the new wire in
masking tape for ease of marking and to keep the strands
together as I cut them (photo
5). The old stay was a half-inch
too long, so I cut the new one
a half-inch shorter. Using a
sharp hacksaw blade to cut the
new wire saves time; any burrs
need to be ﬁled smooth.

A wire coat hanger doubled
around a piece of brown
Scotch Brite pad and twisted
back to the drill’s chuck is an
easy way to clean out the inside of the old Sta-Lok ﬁttings
without damaging the threads
(photo 6).
There is an insert buried
in the ﬁtting that should
be removed for inspection
and replaced if it is scored. I
replaced the cones that slide
over the wire and are captured
in the Sta-Lok ﬁtting. I had to
keep in mind that the lower
terminal installation would
need to wait until the wire was
back on the mast and the foil
was reinstalled.
I had to pre-ﬁt the lower
terminal (photo 7). On the
wire rope, I slid the top nut
onto the wire. Then, I gently
unlaid the outside layer of wire
strands until the new cone
would go in, leaving about an
eighth-inch of the core strands
sticking out the bottom.
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plastic bearings that allow the
foil to rotate around the wire.
I had to drill out a few.

HANDS-ON SAILOR

done by dry-ﬁtting the new set
screws as I drilled. Once the
project was completed, the foil
was ready for a cleaning and
reinstallation.
Before installing the lower
Sta-Lok terminal, I slid each
section onto the new stay and
assembled the foil after screwing in the foil connector’s set
screws with some blue Loctite
on the threads. A dab of
silicon sealant on top of each
screw completed the process.
Last but not least was installing the new halyard wrap stop
on the new wire (photo 12).

CONCLUSION
The forestay is one of the
most important structural
items on your rig, and is
subjected to big loads, constant cycling and a corrosive
marine environment. Often
encased inside a roller furling
foil, it is difﬁcult to inspect.
While Lyra’s headstay passed
inspection, we wanted to have
the peace of mind associated
with new wire. Given her
Sta-Lok system, the headstay replacement was not a
difﬁcult process.
The other piece of the

puzzle is the furling system. In
our case, we expect our roller
furler to work ﬂawlessly, and
the ProFurl is robust. By replacing some of the connector
bearings and adding set screws
with a post inserted into the
connector, it should last for
many more years.
Lifelong sailor Green Brett is
a regular contributor to CW.
During summers, he’s at the helm
of Lyra and offering daysailing
charters in Newport, Rhode Island,
through his company, On Watch
Sailing (onwatchsailing.com).
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9) Never forget to apply
good old blue Loctite to
the threads. 10) Success!
Once the excess Loctite was
wiped off, the new Sta-Lok
terminal connection was
complete. 11) The biggest
job on the ProFurl unit
was replacing the original
set screws with longer
ones with a post below
the threads. 12) Last but
not least, the ﬁnal act was
installing the new halyard
wrap stop on the new wire.
Time to go sailing!
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Guide screw

New set screw
wtih post

GREEN BRETT (4)

Drilled into insert
to new set screw
post size

New set screw
installed

3 TH E B O N D T H AT T I E S
I

n the midst of conducting
a used-vessel pre-purchase
inspection a few years ago, I
encountered a textbook example of a failed secondary bond.
I sat in the mid-bilge area
with the buyer and rested my
rigging knife on a shelf that
had been recently installed to
support a large battery bank.
OK, hold that thought.
The “parts” of a ﬁberglass
boat—including the hull
and cabin/deck structure—

especially tenacious.
Virtually every other
ﬁberglass component, or
structure, added to the hull or
deck after the initial primary
layup utilizes what’s known as
a secondary bond. Secondary
bonds differ from primary
bonds in that they rely on
adhesion, or mechanical bonding, rather than establishing a
chemical matrix. Components
that are glassed, or “tabbed,”
to the hull and deck in this
manner include stringers,
engine beds, structural

glass reinforcement—a surface
feature that is ideally suited to
enhancing adhesion.
If using an electric or
pneumatic grinder, avoid
overheating the surface, which
could damage the existing resin. For small jobs, hand-sanding is often good enough. If
the surface is gelcoated, all
of the gelcoat must be removed
in the area to be bonded. Never
attempt to bond to gelcoat; its
own adhesion to the ﬁberglass
substrate is not nearly tenacious enough for structural

STEVE D’ANTONIO (3)

Left to right: Repairs resulting from impact are where secondary bonds come into play. As
closely as possible, repairs should re-create the existing laminate schedule. All ﬁberglass
work that comes into play after a vessel is complete relies on secondary bonds.

are made using resin and
reinforcement. The former
might be polyester, vinylester
or epoxy, while the latter can
range from traditional glass
fabric, or E-glass, in various
weights and weave patterns,
to exotics such as Kevlar and
carbon ﬁber. Regardless of
materials, the construction of
these parts is accomplished in
such a way that the resin used
for each laminate (a single
layer of resin-saturated reinforcement) is applied before
the previous laminate fully
cures; it’s referred to as being
“green” (like unripe bananas)
and establishes a chemical
bond with the laminate
beneath it. This is considered
the primary bond, and it’s the
most desirable because it is

bulkheads, structural shelving
that supports machinery such
as generators, and hull-to-deck
joints that are glassed from the
inside after being joined.
Unlike primary bonds,
secondary bonds rely on
achieving a good grip onto a
fully cured ﬁberglass surface.
As such, that surface requires
special treatment; it can’t be
smooth, slick or contaminated
in any way. As the adage goes,
preparation is everything, and
secondary bonds are no exception. Grinding or sanding is
the primary means by which a
secondary bonding surface is
prepared; this usually involves
the use of an extremely aggressive 80-grit sandpaper, which
will leave the surface rough
while exposing ﬁlaments of

tension or shear loads.
Some might ask: “Why
should I care about the nature
of secondary bonding? My
boat has already been built.”
There are two cases where
knowledge of secondary
bonding is critical. The ﬁrst
involves the installation or
addition of equipment. Say, for
instance, you are installing a
tank under a berth and need to
install a shelf on which it will
rest. The loads imparted on
that shelf, with a full tank, in a
seaway, could be considerable;
it must be secure, and only a
proper secondary bond will
achieve this end.
The other case involves
repairs from collisions or
groundings. All ﬁberglass
repairs rely on secondary

bonds; if the aforementioned
procedures are not carried
out correctly, the result could
be a failure, one which will
almost certainly occur when
the structure is most heavily
loaded, in heavy weather or
a grounding. Additionally,
the tenets of ﬁberglass repair
dictate the following: The
repair should as closely as
possible mimic the original
laminate schedule, duplicating
the fabric reinforcement type,
thickness and orientation.
Where repairs are concerned,
more laminate is not better
because it can have an effect
on load distribution and the
creation of stress risers. Also,
the resin used should be of
equal and preferably greater
adhesive strength than what
was used originally; that
usually means vinylester or
epoxy. When it comes to FRP
repairs, it’s usually the quality
of the work at the interface
between old and new laminate
that determines success.
Back to my original story:
I moved my knife to the edge
of the tabbing that supported the shelf, and then easily
drove the point under the
edge of the tabbing, separating
it from the inside of the hull.
It was clear to see that the
surface, which was gelcoated,
had been only lightly sanded,
leaving no effective “tooth”
for the tabbing’s resin to lock
onto. It would have to be torn
out and completely redone.
“Better, however, to make that
determination now,” I said,
“than when pounding into a
head sea, with 800 pounds of
batteries adrift.”
Steve D’Antonio offers services
for boat owners and buyers
through Steve D’Antonio
Marine Consulting (steved
marineconsulting.com).
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The N E E L 4 7 is utterly unique in the world of multihulls:
a three-hulled bluewater cruiser basically optimized for an
adventurous couple to roam the seas.
BY HERB McCORMICK

T

here’s no question that
the Neel 47, designed
by the ubiquitous,
performance-oriented French
naval architect Marc Lombard,
was an outlier in this year’s
Boat of the Year contest. After
all, it was the lone trimaran
in the ﬂeet of a half-dozen
multihulls, the other ﬁve being cruising catamarans. But
it was also a winner, named
by our judging panel the Best
Full-Size Cruising Multihull
for 2020. When the votes were
tallied, it truly proved to be in
a class of its own.
A big reason for that
was its stellar sea trial. Eric
Bruneel, the company founder, earned his boatbuilding
stripes as a longtime top executive at cat-builder Fountaine
Pajot, but in his spare time,
he campaigned fast offshore
multihulls on solo transoceanic yacht races. Superb sailing
prowess isn’t a passing interest
to him; it’s the primary point
of the exercise. And it’s the
reason, when he struck out on
his own, that he went into the
trimaran business. The fact
is, a well-executed cruising tri
will outperform a fully loaded
cruising cat. There. I’ve said it.
With a ﬁtful Chesapeake

Bay breeze ﬂuctuating around
8 knots, give or take a knot or
two in the lulls and puffs, it
wasn’t a particularly windy day.
But that was more than enough
for the Neel 47. Even with a
reef in the big, roachy squaretopped mainsail, there was
plenty of grunt in that primary
under-sail powerplant. You
steer the Neel from an elevated
helm station to starboard, and
the view is panoramic; sightlines and visibility could not
be better. The boat is closewinded, tacking through 90
degrees with ease, and there’s
never a moment of hesitancy
like there is on some cruising
cats, where you’re left wondering if the bows will spin across
the breeze and complete the
tack. I made a point of it in my
notebook: “Turns on a dime,
feels like a monohull.”
As for speed, given the
conditions, there was plenty of
it. In fact, both upwind and on
a reach—the latter while ﬂying
a sweet asymmetric cruising
chute off its integrated sprit—
boat-speed ﬁgures basically
matched the true-wind number: In 7.5 to 8 knots of breeze,
we easily knocked off 7.5 to
8 knots. And the helm was as
light and feathery as could be.

It was truly a great sail.
Now, of course, every boat
is a compromise, and the challenge with cruising tris, when
compared with cruising cats,
comes with the interior layout
and accommodations. Cats are
big platforms, and it’s actually
quite easy to spec one out with
a huge owner’s cabin in one
hull, and a pair of comfortable
bedrooms in the other, not
to mention a good-size living

room and kitchen on the central deck between them. But
what do you do with a trimaran, where the outer hulls need
to remain light and relatively
unencumbered for performance purposes, not packed
with palatial cabins and heads?
Well, the answer to that on
the Neel is to make the central
hull as comfortable as possible
for the couple who owns it—in
other words, to maximize the

JON WHITTLE
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space for two people. It makes
the Neel 47 a unique creature
in the current ﬂeet of contemporary cruising boats, where
multiple sleeping quarters often seem to dictate the design
brief. But with that two-person premise ﬁrmly established,
the results are interesting and
largely successful.
The Neel marketing people
like to call the open, singlelevel layout in the main hull

the “cockloon”: part cockpit,
part saloon. Yes, it’s a little
hokey, but it actually is an apt
description. Most everything
happens on this main ﬂoor:
a nice back porch with seating and tables, double sliding
doors to enter the interior
space, another good dining
area, a ﬁne navigation station and adjacent galley, and
a comfortable double cabin
with wide windows offering

sensational views. There’s also
a huge technical locker beneath
the ﬂoorboards. Note: no head.
No, that’s forward, down a few
steps in the bow, and includes
a separate wash basin and
shower. It’s innovative, a little
strange…but it works.
There are a couple of basic
guest cabins in the hulls, accessed separately (not through
the cockloon). The message
seems to be: You’re welcome

to visit, but not forever!
In summation, the Neel 47
is a distinctive, inventive boat
(neel-trimarans.com). It’s not
for everyone, by any means.
But it’s a yacht that will strike a
chord for some cruisers, especially those drawn to the sea by
the pure joy of sailing. Those
folks? They’ll love it.
Herb McCormick is CW’s
executive editor.
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T

o describe the shared
living area aboard the
Bali 5.4 catamaran
—a tilt-and-lift door between
cockpit and saloon all but
eliminates the distinction
between indoors and out—a
builder’s representative said
that the open space created by
the lack of interior bulkheads
means the boat will be enjoyed
“no matter the weather.”
I was, in fact, able to test
that theory a few days after
the close of the U.S. Sailboat
Show in Annapolis, Maryland,
when our Boat of the Year judges and I returned to the Bali
for sea trials in monsoonlike
conditions. After a thorough
dousing (but very enjoyable
trick at the wheel) atop the ﬂybridge, I headed below, where,
covered by the Bimini, all was
as dry as a bone. And yes, the
surroundings were indeed enjoyable. The ride was smooth
and comfy, like a big old American Buick on a cobblestone
street, but with Euro styling
and bunks to sleep in.
At 55 feet LOA, the 5.4 is
Bali’s ﬂagship. The boats are
built in France by the Catana
Group, which also produces
performance-oriented Catana

Party PALACE
Able to accommodate a crowd, the B A L I 5 . 4 can be your own
floating (and sailing) island retreat.
BY MARK PILLSBURY
catamarans. The Bali brand
was launched in 2014 both to
serve the charter market and
for private owners as well.
Catana CEO Olivier Poncin
is responsible for the concept,
and naval architect Xavier Fay,
the engineering.
Built using essentially the
same production methods as
the Catanas (if not the same
exotic Kevlar and carbon ﬁbers), the Balis’ ﬁberglass hulls,
decks, and Biminis are infused
and foam-cored. The Balis do
without the daggerboards that
are trademarks of their sportier cousins; instead, short keels
on either hull prevent leeway
and provide protection in case
of a beaching.
Because of its size, a number
of options are offered on the
5.4. An owner can have four,
ﬁve or six en suite guest cabins;
forepeak accommodations
for captain and mate are also

available. The six-cabin boat we
sailed carries a price tag of right
around $1.2 million.
I liked the layout of the
guest cabins. The aft ones are
entered through their own
companionways in the cockpit. I found them both to be
a bit tight sizewise, but then
again, you’re going to be in
them only to sleep. Stairs forward in the saloon lead to the
midship and forward cabins.
Besides hatches overhead, each
cabin has a port in the hull, and
the double berths are laid out
athwartships, so everyone gets
a view of the great outdoors.
With the potential for 12
charter guests, plus crew, the
5.4 offers numerous places to
congregate. Let’s start at the
bow, and take a little walking
tour. A feature introduced on
this model is a forward door
in the saloon that opens onto
the foredeck and its forward

cockpit and table. Rather than
trampoline netting between
the bows, the Balis have ﬁberglass from hull to hull, with
lots of cushions for sitting,
napping and sunning.
Strolling aft, stairs on either
side of the cabin lead to the
ﬂybridge, where the helm
and sail controls are located
to starboard under a soft top.
Winches are close at hand for
taming the two mainsheets
led to blocks set aft on either
side of the Bimini, the single
self-tacking jib sheet and the
sheets for the screecher that’s
set and ﬂown on a sprit. The
large expanse to port and
behind the wheel awaits those
along for ride, with a pair of
tables surrounded by seats,
a sink and fridge, and a large
cushioned area aft for lounging.
In the cockpit below, there
is yet more space to congregate before heading back
into the saloon, where a long
table with a bench and folding
chairs occupies two-thirds of
the port side; a well-stocked
U-shaped galley is tucked in
up forward. Opposite is a nav
station/control center, more
seating aft, and a home-style
fridge and freezer in between.
As I said, there are lots of
places to congregate.
To be honest, though, it
was the Bali’s sailing performance that got my attention.
As I mentioned, the breeze
was snarly—in the mid to high
teens, with gusts above that.
We started out with a reef in
the main and the self-tacking
jib, and saw speeds in 6.3-knot
range. Yes, we were probably
undercanvased, but still, the
helm was lively and I was able
to feather up and still maintain
a decent pace with the wind
closer to 35 to 40 degrees
apparent—not always a
productive point of sail for a
big cruising cat. Later, reaching with the screecher ﬂying,
the speedo jumped to 8 knots,
and I saw a 9 in one or two of
the puffs.
In my notes, I had one other
thing underlined: party. Yes, the
Bali is well-suited for that too.
Mark Pillsbury is CW’s editor.
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In conditions that kept most other boats home, the E X C E S S 1 2 was more than willing to
come out and play.
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BY MARK PILLSBURY
a multihull’s steering station.
With all sail-control lines
leading to the wheels, the experience of driving the Excess
is not all that different from
sailing many of the wide-beam
twin-wheel monohulls we’ve
seen in recent years.
It was a feature that BOTY
judge Ed Sherman applauded.
“You know, it engages whoever
is at the helm with the rest of
the crowd on the boat. I think
it’s safer. I prefer to be lower
than higher when I’m driving a
boat,” he said.
Fellow judge Dan Spurr
agreed. But he was equally
impressed with the convertible Bimini over the cockpit,
the center of which slides
open to allow an unobstructed view of the mainsail, or it
can be closed for shade or in
bad weather. “I thought it was
more lively than the other
boats we sailed,” he said.
The Excess 12 was the
ﬁrst of the new line to reach

the US. This fall, we’ll see the
37-foot Excess 11 alongside the
ﬂagship 48-foot Excess 15. Two
other models, the Excess 13
and 14, will eventually follow.
The 12 is available in three
layouts. The boat we sailed
is the three-cabin, two-head
version. The owner’s quarters
are in the port hull, and include a queen-size berth aft
and a head and shower forward. Two double cabins share
a single head and shower in the
opposite hull. There is also a
four-cabin version, with either
two or four heads.
Underway, the Excess was
pretty easy to handle, even in
boisterous conditions. Once
the sails were set and sheeted
in (no need for the screecher
that day), tacking required just
a turn of the wheel. In 25 to
30 knots of breeze and higher
gusts, we scooted right along
at better than 8 knots, both
closehauled and reaching, and
the steering felt quite nimble.

Though we kicked up a good
bit of spray, both helms were
dry, and it was pretty cool to
sit down close to the water
and watch it ﬂy by. I found
the soft-back fold-down helm
seats, which also close off the
transom steps, to be quite comfy. When I ﬁrst took the wheel,
I noticed the aft corner of the
cabin created a blind spot, but
by moving around a bit, I was
able to compensate for it.
Under power, at cruising
rpm (2,000), the twin Yanmar
29 hp engines and saildrives
pushed us along at 6.5 knots,
even into the wind, and
we added a knot with the
throttles wide open.
Back in college, grafﬁti in
a local watering hole read,
“Anything worth doing is
worth doing to excess.”
After getting a chance to sail
the new Excess 12 on a very
blustery day, I’d have to agree.
Mark Pillsbury is CW’s editor.
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F

rance’s Groupe
Beneteau coined
the phrase “be
immoderate” to promote its
new Excess Catamarans brand.
So, we were.
On a day when a forecasted
gale set off a wave of sea-trial
postponements during the
week following the U.S.
Sailboat Show in Annapolis,
Maryland, Excess regional
sales director Frédéric Signat
insisted that the Boat of the
Year judging should go on as
planned. It turns out, he was
right. Not only did we have
one heck of a ride before gusts
topped 40 knots and convinced us it was time to drop
the double-reefed mainsail and
motor home, it was so good
that the judges later named
the Excess 12 the Best Midsize
Cruising Catamaran for 2020.
The Excess line was
launched to offer a sportier
alternative to what’s currently
available in production catamarans—including Groupe
Beneteau’s competing Lagoon range—without getting
into the complexity and price
of boats with daggerboards
and built using exotic ﬁbers. A
company representative said
the idea was to come out with
a cat for sailors who might be
looking for the space afforded
by two hulls but didn’t want to
give up the responsiveness and
feel of sailing a monohull.
To achieve this—compared
with say, a Lagoon 40—the
38-foot-5-inch Excess 12 has
a powered-up sail plan that
includes a ﬂattop main and
self-tacking jib, and optional
sprit and screecher (an even
taller and peppier Pulse rig
is also available). Designers
also looked for ways to reduce
weight, so there’s less furniture in the saloon and cabins.
Hanging lockers were replaced
with fabric garment bags, and
drawers with cupboards, for
instance. But when you approach the boat, what you ﬁrst
notice are the twin wheels that
are located outboard and far
aft on either hull, rather than
up on a bulkhead or atop a ﬂybridge, both of which are the
more common locations for

AS YOU Li ke IT
Fountaine Pajot’s E L B A 4 5 was built from the keels up with the wish lists of private owners
and charterers in mind.
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W

hen it came time
to replace its
popular Helia 44,
Fountaine Pajot asked customers what they wanted in a
midsize cruising catamaran,
and then turned to naval
architect Olivier Racoupeau
and its in-house team to design it. The result is the Elba
45, a stylish-looking cat with
slightly inverted bows, a reverse sheer to its hulls, and a
sporty coachroof and Bimini
that does double duty as a
ﬂybridge lounge.
The Elba made its North
American debut this past fall at
the U.S. Sailboat Show in Annapolis, Maryland, where our
Boat of the Year judges and I
ﬁrst inspected its construction,
layout and systems dockside,
and then a few days later, took
it sailing on a picture-perfect
morning on Chesapeake Bay.
In breeze that wavered
between 12 and 16 knots, the

Elba turned in a respectable
6.4 knots closehauled and a
little better than 7 knots on a
beam reach under genoa and
ﬂattop mainsail. We quickly
found the Elba to be an easy
boat to sail, which is just one of
the reasons that at week’s end
the judges awarded it the title
of Best Charter Boat for 2020.
Like most of the company’s
models, the Elba is available
in an owner-preferred threecabin Maestro version and
a four-cabin charter layout,
which was the boat we sailed.
In the Maestro, the owner
gets the entire port hull, with
a queen berth aft, a desk/vanity and storage lockers amidships, and a spacious head area
forward that includes a walk-in
shower located outboard and
separated by a sole-to-ceiling
wall of glass. It’s a neat arrangement. The starboard hull is
laid out with double guest cabins fore and aft, each with its

own en suite head and separate
shower. For charter, the starboard-hull layout is mirrored to
port, so everyone’s accommodations are pretty much equal.
In either version, the saloon
is the same, and a bright and
roomy place to spend time. A
large sliding door aft lets living
space spill into the cockpit,
where a dining table and ample
relaxation stations are located.
Indoors, visibility in all directions is excellent, thanks to
oversize windows; the center
one forward opens outward to
let in the breeze. Seated on the
aft-facing U-shaped couch (one
side is actually more like a daybed, and it turns into a lounge
chair with a tablet docking station adjacent), I liked the pair
of skylights overhead that provide a clear view of the sails, and
the low coffee table close by.
Missing from the layout
is a traditional nav station—
customers said they don’t

use them. Instead, there’s
additional galley and storage
space, and the ability to hook
up a laptop to a ﬂat-screen
display at the entrance to
the saloon. Also missing was
an interior dining table (it’s
available as an option).
While ﬂybridges are the rage
in charter-boat design these
days, for passagemaking they
are not so practical because the
helmsman is exposed to the elements and isolated from the
crew down below; and designwise, the boom has to be that
much higher off the water.
FP has found what I think is
a practical solution by placing
the helm station to starboard,
halfway in between the lounging area atop the Bimini and
the cockpit below.
The Elba also features what
I’d call a split-helm arrangement, with a pass-through
between the steering-wheel
pedestal and the three winches
mounted forward on the cabin
top. Singlehanding, the skipper
can engage the autopilot to free
up both hands, or step around
the wheel but still keep a hand
on it while trimming sails. With
crew, the sail trimmer gets their
own workstation with plenty
of elbowroom for maneuvering. Our judging team liked
this arrangement. But they also
thought a more robust traveler
would beneﬁt the boat.
Under power, a pair of 60 hp
Volvo diesels with saildrives (50
hp is standard) pushed the Elba
right along at about 8 knots at
cruising rpm and better than 9
knots in get-there-quick mode.
I’d guess with just a little more
breeze, we’d have seen similar
speeds under sail. As ﬁt out,
the boat we sailed had a sticker price of just over $800,000.
BOTY judge Ed Sherman often notes that the noise levels
while motoring are an indication of how well a boat is built,
and hence its value. “This was
one of the quieter boats that
we’ve tested,” he said of the
Elba’s reading of 72 dB with the
throttles wide open—“which is
pretty much excellent.”
Amen to that.
Mark Pillsbury is CW’s editor.
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BILLY BLACK

THE Sweet SPOT
The S E A W I N D 1 6 0 0 is a long-range cruiser that looks just as good as it sails.

daggerboards, were able to
point quite well.
So now, on to the comforts.
The Seawind comes in either
a three- or four-cabin layout.
On this boat, the owner’s hull
was to starboard and included a
queen bunk aft, lots of storage,
and a spacious head and shower up at the pointy end. The
opposite hull had two cabins.
The forward one felt a bit narrow because of the ﬁne entry of
the bows, but still, it had a double berth and adequate storage
space. The aft cabin had two
single berths and a ﬁller that
turned them into a double. A
shared head was amidships.
With windows all around,
the saloon was a bright and
sunny place to be. Opening
ports forward allow a breeze
to blow through, and large
sliding windows at the
aft-facing galley permit the

cook to join any party taking
place at the large dining table
located to starboard out
in the cockpit. There’s an
indoor table with U-shaped
seating as well to port of a
forward-facing nav station.
The cockpit is covered by
a Bimini that is supported
by stainless posts aft and short
carbon-ﬁber risers forward.
It provides lots of shade, and
the breeze blows through the
space between the hard awning and cabin top. This space
can be closed off, as can the
cockpit sides and back with
clear panels. Eight solar panels
sit atop the Bimini and keep
the battery bank fed (though
AGM batteries are standard,
the boat we sailed had an
optional lithium-ion system).
Furniture throughout the
boat is built using a honeycomb foam core and veneers

to save weight and for strength.
Hulls, deck and Bimini are all
cored and infused using vinylester resin. An outside layer of
Kevlar is added to the hulls for
protection and to strengthen
the areas around the daggerboards; carbon ﬁber reinforces
the chainplates, bulkheads and
stiffeners.
For power, the 1600 comes
standard with 57 hp Yanmar
diesels; the boat in Miami had
a pair of optional 80 hp Yanmars that pushed us along
at just over 8 knots at cruising speed and better than 9
in get-home-fast mode. With
the larger engines and lots of
other options, the 1600 carries a price tag of right around
$1.2 million, delivered to the
US East Coast. For that, you
can enjoy your own sweet spot.
Mark Pillsbury is CW’s editor.
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ne of the things I
like best about baseball is watching a
batter swing for the fences,
and at the crack of the bat, he
knows that he can afford to
take a leisurely jog around the
bases because he just hit the
sweet spot.
I had that same kind of feeling one day this past February
when I stepped from the dinghy onto the transom steps of
the new Seawind 1600 catamaran. Right away, I knew I was
about to go for one ﬁne sail—
and on a near-perfect day to
boot. Blue sky. Thirteen knots
of breeze. Could it get better?
Not until the sails were up.
Built in Vietnam, at 52 feet
LOA the 1600 is Seawind’s
largest catamaran. It was
designed by Reichel Pugh as a
luxury catamaran with equal
measures of cruising comfort
and sailing performance. Let’s
talk about the sailing ﬁrst.
The 1600 sports a squaretop full-batten main and solent
rig with a screecher for lightair reaching and a self-tacking
jib for heavier breezes or sailing upwind. There’s an option
for an inner forestay and furling storm jib, and also a sprit
for ﬂying a spinnaker, which
we did on our test sail (more on
that in a moment).
Headsail sheets are led to
winches adjacent to each helm
station. There is no traveler.
Instead there are two mainsheets that run through blocks
on either side of the stern and
then to a central winch on
the transom, where reeﬁng
lines are also led. This mainsheet arrangement provides
lots of control over a big and
powerful sail.
On a beam reach with the
screecher set, our GPS speed
hovered in the high 7-knot
range, and when the chute
went up, so did our speed, to
8.5 knots and a little higher in
any puff we caught. The 1600
uses Lewmar Mamba steering,
and the helms felt as smooth
as could be. Headed upwind
and home, we rolled out
the self-tacking jib and still
made a respectable 6.6 knots,
and thanks to retractable

WESTMINSTER TEAK
L U X U R Y

T E A K

F U R N I T U R E

The magic of

M AYA

Making every experience, memorable.

Surf Folding w/Surf Rectangular Dining Table
 

LONG AFTER TRENDS ARE FORGOTTEN

DEALER OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

800-750-1595

www.teakfurniture.com/cw

BUILT TO CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS WITH PREMIUM QUALITY TEAK FROM RENEWABLE PLANTATIONS

VISIT OUR NEW SHOWROOM IN ANAHEIM, CA
Use Promo Code CW2020 for additional 5% savings

Heading off to sea? Depending on your itinerary and desire to stay connected, there’s satellite gear
to meet your needs and usage plans to suit your budget.
E L E C T R O N I C S BY DAV I D S C H M I DT

A satphone keeps you in touch with family, friends—and the office—no matter how far you
stray from the grid. The Inmarsat IsatPhone2 (below) lets you talk, text and send emails.

COURTESY IRIDIUM/FISH MAVERICKS (TOP); COURTESY MANUFACTURER

T

here was a time
when cruising meant
stepping off the
map’s edge and enjoying days,
weeks, months or—for the
fortunate few—years away
from life’s everyday hustle.
Untethered from a landline,
just communicating by snail
mail posed challenges. Now,
for better or worse, the
modern world has caught
up. While there’s no question that this has changed
the face of cruising, modern
conveniences such as satellite
phones and satellite-communication systems have
flung the door wide open
to itineraries that involve a
blend of sailing and work, all
while staying in touch with
friends and family. So, while
that silence in some remote
anchorage might occasionally
get punctuated by a ringing

intrusion, it’s also plenty possible that this same communications line can enable the
adventure of a lifetime. Here’s
a look at satellite data and
phone options for a variety of
time frames and budgets.
A MIDSUMMERÕS CRUISE
If you’re headed off sailing for
a typical summer vacation, a
satellite phone can be a great
way of keeping in touch,
accessing up-to-date GRIB
files for weather routing, and,
if your chosen data plan supports it, sending and receiving
emails and texts.
One option that will keep
you connected no matter the
destination is the Iridium
9575 Extreme. Unlike
feature-rich smartphones,
the Extreme delivers voice,
text and email capabilities
using Iridium’s network of

66 low-Earth-orbit satellites.
The phone features IP65
weather protection and
impact resistance, a userfriendly interface, a rechargeable battery that delivers four
hours of active airtime or 30
hours of standby usage, and
an SOS button that connects
a user with the privately
operated GEOS International
Emergency Response
Coordination Center once
the phone has been properly
registered. Moreover, the
Extreme includes location
sharing and tracking features,
allowing friends and family to
follow and track your travels,
and its data-tethering capabilities allow users to download
GRIB files via their computers. Sailors can buy or rent
an Extreme from vendors,
including satellitephonestore
.com, which offers airtime

starting at $55 per month for
10 minutes of voice calls and
10 text messages.
If your cruising itinerary
doesn’t venture into the
polar regions, Inmarsat’s
IsatPhone2 is another option
to consider. The phone’s
foldout antenna allows it to
connect with Inmarsat’s network of four I-4 geostationary satellites, which provide
near-global coverage, though
not in the extreme high
latitudes. In addition, the
unit features a high-visibility
display, dust-, splash- and
shock-resistant construction
(IP65-level protection), and
an emergency-assistance
button that calls a user’s
preprogrammed contact or,
alternatively, can be preprogrammed to send a text or
email message to multiple
recipients. The IsatPhone
packs a powerful battery
that delivers up to eight
hours of talking time or up
to 180 hours of standby time.
Additionally, the phone can
be used to send and receive
texts and email and share GPS
location data. The IsatPhone
2 is available from vendors
with or without service plans,
which start at $35 per month
for 10 minutes of voice calls.
If you want a moderately
priced satellite phone
and don’t require near- or
complete-global coverage,
Globalstar’s GSP-1700 could
be your answer. The phone
features a foldout telescoping
antenna, a simple backlit
four-line LCD display and
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an illuminated alphanumeric
keyboard. The phone’s
rechargeable lithium-ion
battery lasts for four hours
of voice calls or 36 hours in
standby mode. The 1700
can also be used as a satellite
modem, allowing users to
tether their computers to
the internet, however this
requires additional cabling
(see globalstar.com for details). At present, Globalstar
is offering previously owned
GSP-1700 phones for free
with activation of any of its
subscription plans, which
start at $80 per month for
150 minutes of airtime,
however users should read
the fine print related to
roaming and long-distance
calls and rollover minutes.
Alternatively, sailors can
purchase the phone, with or
without monthly or annual
data plans, from a variety
of vendors.
A SABBATICAL YEAR
While any of the phones
discussed above would be
appropriate for a longer
cruise when paired with a
bigger data plan, a satellite
hotspot (sometimes called
a Sat-Fi connection), allows
users to share connectivity
among multiple wireless
devices and computers.
If your itinerary includes
North America, the Caribbean
and/or Europe, Globalstar’s
Sat-Fi2 Satellite Hotspot lets
you connect up to eight smart
devices to your own Sat-Fi
network via Globalstar’s dedicated companion app. The

hotspot includes an attached
antenna, so the device is
portable and does not require
installation. It delivers a Wi-Fi
range of up to 50 feet, and
comes with an assigned US
phone number. The hotspot
can be purchased directly
from Globalstar with a user’s
choice of eight different data
plans, ranging from the $40
per month Advantage 40 plan
(40 minutes of voice time,
25 texts and 5MB of data) to
the $2,400-a-year Enterprise
6000 plan that comes with
6,000 minutes of voice time,
6,000 texts and 900MB
of data. The hotspot can
also be bought from vendors,
which sell the device with or
without a data plan; rentals
are also available. One thing
to consider before purchasing:
The hotspot provides data
speeds up to 72 Kbps, which
will feel downright pedestrian
compared with high-speed
internet, so scale your data-use
expectations accordingly;
also, pay close attention to
the small print regarding
data-overage costs.
Sailors planning on continent hopping should check
out the Iridium Go. This
self-contained system provides a 100-foot Wi-Fi radius
and can support up to five

Intellian’s Fleet One radome and hardware (left) gives you
ﬂexibility when choosing satellite service from multiple
resellers. The Iridium Go (center) is used to set up a Wi-Fi
network for onboard devices. Owners of larger vessels may
opt for the KVH TracPhone and high-speed connectivity.

devices or computers using
dedicated Iridium apps. Users
can make calls, send texts and
emails, browse the web, and
download GRIB files using
Iridium apps, which work
well with low-bandwidth
connections. This last bit is
important because the Go’s
data-transfer speeds of 2.4
Kbps are slothlike compared
with the other equipment
discussed in this article. That
said, Go is fully global, and it
delivers seven hours of talk
time or 16 hours of standby
time in between recharges.
Additionally, Go devices can
send emergency communications to GEOS and check-in
communications—including
GPS information—to friends
and family. The device comes
with IP65 environmental
protections, and one can be
rented or purchased with
or without data plans from
vendors. Iridium plans range
from the basic 40 Min Plan
($60 per month, no data
included) to the Unlimited
Data and SMS Plan ($150 per
month; includes 150 minutes

M A N U FA C T U R E R G U I D E
Globalstar: globalstar.com

Iridium: iridium.com

Inmarsat: inmarsat.com

KVH Industries: kvh.com

Intellian: intelliantech.com

of voice calls).
Another option is KVH’s
TracPhone Fleet One
system, which is comprised
of a tidy-size, abovedecks
radome-enclosed antenna
(it’s 11.5 inches tall, 11 inches
in diameter and weighs 8.7
pounds), a belowdecks
terminal and a handset.
Once installed, users have
their choice between KVH’s
Fleet One Coastal service,
which delivers data (out to
roughly 200 nautical miles)
and near-global voice calls,
and KVH’s Fleet One Global
service, which delivers voice
and data nearly worldwide
(see KVH’s website for details). In both cases, users can
expect data-transfer speeds
of up to 100 Kbps, clear voice
calls, and the ability to send
160-character texts. Owners
can add an optional wireless
router, which turns the
system into an onboard Sat-Fi
network that can provide
connectivity to any number
of devices. In addition to
hardware costs and monthly
airtime rates ($50 per month
for Fleet One Coastal, which
includes 10MB of data and
100 minutes of voice calling,
and $130 per month for Fleet
One Global, which includes
15MB of data and 250 minutes
of voice calling), cruisers will
likely need to factor in installation costs, which can vary.

COURTESY MANUFACTURERS (3)
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information), which includes
an abovedecks radomeenclosed antenna and a
black-box belowdecks unit (in
addition to cabling), as well as
an Inmarsat BGAN airtime
package (these start at $30
per month for 2MB of data).
Hardware-installation costs
vary based on location and
vessel type and the complexity of the installation.
LIVING THE DREAM
If a multiyear escape aboard
a big bluewater sailboat is
the plan, you’ll likely want
a satellite-communications
system that offers faster
speeds, which in turn allows
for content streaming. Before
you cast off, consider installing a Very Small Aperture
Terminal communication
system, which can deliver
global voice and data.
The KVH TracPhone
V3-HTS is designed to
tackle rough ocean crossings without dropping

its signal thanks to its
two-axis gyrostabilization.
The antenna automatically
switches between satellites
as a vessel sails, giving sailors
a seamless satellite-communications experience, while
the system’s built-in firewall
provides cyberdefenses. The
system operates on Ku-band
frequencies that provide
coverage in most areas, save
the South Pacific (see KVH’s
website for coverage maps).
The system’s dome antenna
measures in at 15.5 inches
wide by 17.6 inches tall, and
it weighs 25 pounds, making
it the smallest Ku-band
antenna afloat. An owner
can expect clear voice calls
and the ability to download
data at speeds up to 5 Mbps,
while uploading at speeds up
to 2 Mbps. Hardware-wise,
the system consists of the
abovedecks radome and
a belowdecks Integrated
CommBox Modem, the latter
of which features a built-in

Wi-Fi router and Ethernet
connectivity.
As with all KVH
satellite-communications
products, the company
builds the antennas and also
operates its proprietary mini
VSAT Broadband HTS network. In addition to hardware
and installation costs, airtime
prices for the TracPhone V3HTS start at $100 per month,
which includes 200MB of
data, and the system includes
data-management tools to
control costs. For example, an
owner can allocate data (daily,
weekly or monthly) to crewmembers’ devices. Finally,
while the speeds, capabilities
and size of the TracPhone V3HTS are impressive, cruisers
are cautioned that it usually
requires a fair bit of waterline
(say 50-plus feet) and beam to
aesthetically accommodate a
VSAT radome.
David Schmidt is CW’s
electronics editor.
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If you like the idea of a
small-size, radome-enclosed
satellite-communications antenna but want the flexibility
of buying airtime from multiple resellers, Intellian’s Fleet
One should be considered.
The Fleet One’s radome (10.6
inches wide and tall, weighing
11 pounds) delivers clear voice
calls, and the hardware is
compatible with GSM cellular
networks and text systems
globally. The Fleet One operates on Inmarsat’s Broadband
Global Area Network L-Band
service and also delivers
strong safety-at-sea functionality, including Inmarsat’s free
505 emergency voice distress
calling for small vessels.
Conveniently, the Fleet One
features built-in Wi-Fi access
points, allowing owners to
pair their smart devices with
the system for making calls
or sending texts. Prospective
customers will need to
purchase the hardware (see
Intellian’s website for vendor
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This is the season you
master the catamaran.
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COURTESY NICOLAS CLARIS

SAIL THE GREEN
MOUNTAINS
Navtours has opened a charteryacht base in Burlington,
Vermont, giving sailors direct
access to Lake Champlain from
summer through September.
The Burlington Harbor
Marina, finished in 2019 and just
outside the city, is the location
of the new base. Nearby amenities and attractions include
parks, the Church Street
marketplace, restaurants, bike
paths, walking trails, breweries,
and grocery and liquor stores.
Burlington is close to some of
the lake’s most beautiful destinations to visit by boat, including
Shelburne Bay, Willsboro Bay
and Converse Bay.
The Lake Champlain fleet
of four bareboat monohulls
and two multihulls includes
Beneteau, Jeanneau, Dufour,
Lagoon and Bali models. The
base is also a sailing school,
offering the American Sailing
Association curriculum.
Newport, Rhode Island, is
another Navtours base in the
United States. It offers summer

sailing options on the East
Coast with a fleet of two monohulls and three multihulls. The
company is also a partner with
Dream Yacht Charter, which
extends its services to clients to
Dream bases in 50 global destinations. Contact Navtours for
details (navtours.com).

GET IN ON THE
FLOTILLA ACTION
Berths are still available for flotillas offered by Offshore Sailing
School. All levels of sailors and
guests are welcome on these
trips, including Offshore Sailing
School graduates. The fleet for
each of these bareboat charter
cruises is usually four to six
four-cabin boats with a total of
15 to 20 cabins available. Flotilla
availability includes these
destinations and dates:
Apostle Islands—July 11-17,
2020
Exumas, Bahamas—
November 8-15, 2020
Seychelles—July 5-15, 2021
For details, contact
Offshore (offshoresailing.com/
flotilla-holidays).

SAIL THE BAHAMAS
Cruise Abaco in the Bahamas
offers an offshore sailing trip
from the east coast of Florida
across the Gulf Stream to the
Bahamas in November 2020.
The passage aboard either a
monohull or multihull is available by the cabin or entire boat.
Instruction in the American
Sailing Association curriculum
is included in the adventure. For
details, contact Cruise Abaco
(cruiseabaco.com).

LEARN FROM YOUR
LIVING ROOM
New educational webinars
presented by the American
Sailing Association feature
America’s Cup winner Peter
Isler. Each hourlong episode
of the three-part series covers
safety, cruising and sail handling,
among other topics. Log on to
the webinars page of the ASA
website to watch on demand:
Sailing Safety: A Personal
Perspective, suitable for all levels,
features Isler sharing harrowing
sea stories and lessons he
learned from those experiences.

CO M PAN I E S
A DV E RT IS ING
T HI S M O N T H
CHARTER
C O M PA N I E S
Catamaran Company
800-262-0308
p. 64-65
Conch Charters
877-521-8939
p. 68
North Sardinia Sail
+39-0587-59124
p. 67
Sail Caribe
866-866-4874
p. 68
Southwest Florida Yachts
800-262-7939
p. 69
Tortola Marine
Management Ltd.
800-633-0155
p. 66
BROKERS
Ed Hamilton & Co.
800-621-7855

p. 69

SAILING SCHOOLS
American Sailing Association
310-822-7171
p. 62
Blue Water Sailing School
800-255-1840
p. 67
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A Lagoon 39 is among the
six-member fleet available
for exploring freshwater
Lake Champlain with
Navtours.

In A Busman’s Holiday: A
Mediterranean Cruise Around
Ibiza with Peter Isler, suitable for
all levels, Isler shares his experiences chartering a 50-foot sloop
in Ibiza, Spain.
And in Cruising Easy: Sail
Handling Tips from an Expert,
suitable for all levels, Isler shares
his expertise in making sailing,
as well as sail handling, easier by
using the wind’s force to help do
the work.
The cost is $20 per webinar
for ASA members in good
standing (fee includes access to
the webinar recording for 30
days for replay). The new series
is part of ASA’s growing library
of webinars (asa.com/webinars).
—Elaine Lembo
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Be a part of our social community:

The most highly evolved sea life
is found in the Caribbean.
To be exact, it’s found in the British Virgin Islands. The Catamaran Company
has evolved the most sophisticated fleet of luxury Lagoon catamarans
available for bare and crewed charter in the Caribbean. Every yacht has
been built, specified and equipped for maximum cruising comfort and
pleasure. They are maintained and supported by the industry’s most
highly qualified technicians and customer service personnel. Twenty eight
years ago The Catamaran Company was the first catamaran-only Charter
and Sales Company. Today it is the largest. and most experienced.
Why in the world would you charter or purchase a catamaran from
any company that hasn’t evolved to this high peak of perfection.

The British Virgin Island’s Preferred Charter Operator for: Lagoon & Gemini
Email: charter@catamarans.com Phone: 800-262-0308

B R I T I S H

V I R G I N

I S L A N D S

DISCOVER THE TMM DIFFERENCE
Since 1979 we have been providing our clients with a diverse ﬂeet
of well-maintained, modern yachts at competitive prices. You will
experience one-on-one personal service from our team who truly
care about your charter experience.
Our goal at TMM is simple - to ensure your sailing dreams come true.
Please contact our stateside oﬃce in regards to all bookings toll free: 1-800-633-0155
For yacht sales and management programs, please contact don@sailtmm.com

All information on our rates, ﬂeet and yacht availability can also be found on our website, www.sailtmm.com
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Serious training for cruising sailors, and those who want to be

F O R T L A U D E R D A L E , F L • C A R T A G E N A , C O L O M B I A • S A I N T T H O M A S , U . S . V I R G I N I S L A N D S • N E W P O R T, R I

Learn to Sail & Cruise!
Liveaboard cruising courses,
3 days to 3 weeks.
Earn ASA Certifications in:
• Basic Sailing
• Coastal Cruising
• Bareboat Chartering
• Cruising Catamaran
• Coastal Navigation
• Advanced Coastal Cruising
• Celestial Navigation
• Offshore Passagemaking
Also Available:
• Private & Own Boat Instruction

888.492.5973 / 954.763.8464

www.bwss.com
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• Bareboat / Skippered
• Monohulls 32’ - 54’
• Catamarans 38’ - 48’
• Powercat 47’
• Crewed Yacht Division

33rd CHARTER SEASON

LIVE.
LOVE.
SAIL CARIBE.
Discover the Sail Caribe difference.

2 base locations
s to serve you:
Marina Puerto Del Rey, Puerto Rico
American Yacht Harbor, USVI

1-888-234-2050
1-787-889-1978
www.sailcaribe.com
info@sailcaribe.com

Sail the SVI, USVI, or BVI
Premium New Yachts
Exceptional Quality
Personalized Service

RENDEZVOUS

Interested in Chartering?
We can help.

At a time when sound advice is
priceless...ours is FREE

Let us help you navigate the many choices
in boats, companies, and destinations.

50+ Years Experience ✯ First-hand Knowledge
Independent

✯ Same Price as Booking Direct

www.ed-hamilton.com 800-621-7855

Got some time on your
hands? Looking for stuﬀ
to do, maybe a little
entertainment, a few good
sea stories from far away
places? When Cruising
World’s editors found
themselves locked down at
home like everyone else, they
dug into the archives to come
up with some of the best
stories published in the last
few years. And it can all be
found at the
Cruising World Rendezvous!
cruisingworld.com/
cruising-worldvirtual-rendezvous
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INNISFREE – 2015 HYLAS H70

Available for showings by appointment in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Asking $1,500,000
INNISFREE is the best equipped and most extensively upgraded Hylas H70 ever constructed by Hylas Yachts.
Designed by renowned German Frers and built by one of the world’s most experienced semi-custom yacht builders’ Queen Long
Marine exclusively for Hylas Yachts. This impressive yacht has enjoyed the beneﬁt of a professionally managed maintenance
program since her commissioning in April of 2015. The luxurious 4-stateroom interior arrangement features exquisite vertical
grain teak joinery, and contemporary matched grain cabinetry with a solid teak cabin sole. INNISFREE is a yacht designed to
enhance the comfort and enjoyment of her crew and is exceptionally well suited for extended voyaging. Her equipment and
amenities are simply unmatched and, upon inspection, will be noted to be superior to any current offering in her class.
P L E A S E S E E O U R A D O N PA G E 7 5

sales@davidwaltersyachts.com | (954) 527-0664 | www.davidwaltersyachts.com

www.berthonusa.com

I N T E R N AT I O N A L YA C H T B R O K E R S

Phone 1 401 846 8404
Email sales@berthonusa.com

Jennifer Stewart
Alan Baines
Bill Rudkin
Mark von Drashek

40 Mary Street
Newport, RI 02840

The Newport Shipyard
1 Washington Street
Newport, RI 02840

MOODY 41DS: The latest Dixon design off the boards, roomy deck salon with tons of storage, two fantastic deck social
areas, walk around owner’s cabin, stall shower – everything for comfortable living on the water! Having watched the
design evolve, we were blown away by the boat in person, there are so features that are not noticed until you are on
board. Summer delivery available, see the video on our website.

MOODY 45 A/C (2011): Shallow keel, inmast furling,
air conditioning, Spectra sails, and furling gennaker, 3
cabin teak interior, a great family boat, owners have
sailed through the Caribbean and Bahamas. Heading
north at $275,000.

SWAN 42, BLAZER: Last 42 delivered to the USA,
excellent racing pedigree especially with ORC
possibilities at the larger regattas on both sides of the
Atlantic, and Club Swan events. Good sail package, in
Newport at $250,000.

SWAN 65-023 KETCH EDEN: A real yacht with a real
pedigree, this S&S design has proven to be one of best
yachts around. Owner is hands on, and is not one to let
a maintenance issue slide, decks are done, consistent
upgrading. Heading to Chesapeake at $599,000.

WINK, ALDEN 40 EXPRESS CRUISER: Very rare (there are
only 3!) with New paint 2013, twin Yanmar 350s (nudges
20 knots), recent Garmin/Fantom, double forward berth
and starboard bunk cabin. Beautiful, fantastically built
and oh so capable, $375,000, lying in Maine for winter.

GRAYLING, SHELTER ISLAND 38 (1998): Gorgeous
picnic boat. Two x 502 MAG MPI Mercruisers, 435
HP each, new 2019, top speed of 48 knots. Lounge in
superb Stidd driving seats while deep vee hull gobbles
up the miles. $320,000 in Annapolis.

NAJAD 332 (2004): Originally our demo Najad 332 , she
remains with her original owners - who have treated her
with great care and respect at all times. Well-built and
with a sea kindly design, she has spent winters out of
the water and tucked up in bed. A rare ﬁnd, at $150,000.

Specializing in high quality yachts worldwide for the discerning buyer and seller

FOLLOW US
ON FACEBOOK

ENGLAND

NEW

PURE SAILING
PLEASURE

www.x-yachtsusa.com

The all new X4o is the smallest model in the Pure X Range;
blending quality, performance and styling with cruising capability.
What a way to celebrate X-Yachts’ 40th Anniversary!
Selected Brokerage:
100’ 1989 Georgetti & Magrini Ketch .......... $949,000

44’ 2012 X-Yachts Xp 44 ......................$475,000

86’ 1989 Swan 86 .....................................$1,350,000

44’ 2001 Finngulf 44 .....................................$149,000

65’ 2002 Hoek Classic................................ $850,000

40’ 1998 J-120 .............................................$120,000

57’ 1980 Swan 57 ....................................... $325,000

40’ 1994 J-120 ............................................. $110,000

55’ 2018 X-Yachts Xp 55 ..............$1,350,000

40’ 1987 Tartan 40 ....................................... $118,000

47’ 2013 Passport 470 ................................ $549,000

38’ 2014 X-Yachts’ Xp 38 ............... $260,000

46’ 2007 Finngulf 46 ................................. . $280,000

31’ 2012 J-Boats J-95 ..................................$105,000

46’ 2019 X-Yachts’ 4.6 .................... $735,000

40’ 1985 Jonmeri 40 .................................... $115,000

45’ 2019 X-Yachts’ Xc45 .................$775,000

40’ 2009 Custom Yawl ................................ $115,000

44’ 2016 X-Yachts’ Xp44 ................ $625,000

- See our site for more listings -

Rodgers Yacht Sales, LLC
+1 (860) 536 7776

|

www.rodgersyachtsales.com

The Moorings Yacht Brokerage has the world’s largest selection of pre-owned charter
2013 LEOPARD 48

Knot on Call - 4 cabin/ 4 head
Located in Dania Beach, FL
Asking $449,000

2018 JEANNEAU 389

2014 LEOPARD 58

Dalliance - 6 cabin / 7 head
Located in BVI
Asking $1,149,000

2015 BENETEAU 45

Sprout - 2 cabin /1 head

Soukha- 3 cabin/ 3 head

Located in BVI
Asking $159,000

Located in BVI
Asking $189,000

2015 BENETEAU 41

yachts.

2014 LEOPARD 44

Tom Kat - 4 cabin/ 4 head
Located in St. Lucia
Asking $339,000

2014 LEOPARD 39

HarvestMoon - 4 cabin/ 2 head
Located in Belize
Asking $245,000

2015 JEANNEAU 50

2017 BENETEAU 38

STOCK IMAGE

Reposado - 3 cabin/ 2 head
Located in BVI
Asking $139,000

Blue Tide - 4 cabin/ 4 head
Located in Antigua
Asking $199,000

China Cat - 2 cabin/ 2head
Located in BVI
Asking $139,000

www.mooringsbrokerage.com | 800-850-4081 | info@mooringsbrokerage.com

THE NEW

HYLAS H60

INNISFREE HYLAS H70 2015
$1,550,000 The best equipped H70 ever

BLUES HYLAS H63 2016
$1,475,000 Modern HotLabs interior

TARA HYLAS H54 2004
Call For Price - Rare centerboard 5' 9"!

Avventura HYLAS H49 2006
$425,000 A rare find - ready to cruise

HULL #04 HYLAS H48 2021
$816,000 + Sail away by Spring of 2021

HULL #77 HYLAS H46 2021
$720,000 + Sail away by Spring 2021

SECOND CHANCE HYLAS H46 2010
$465,000 Less than 525 hrs, fully loaded

MERSOLEIL HYLAS H46 2010
$425,000 A great value on a late model

NIGHT FLIGHT HYLAS H46 2002
$320,000 One owner - Great condition

HYLAS YACHTS - NEW & BROKERAGE - SPRING 2021 DELIVERY
Ask us about our Hylas Trade-Up Program and how you can transition out of your existing boat and into a new Hylas
www.davidwaltersyachts.com 954.527.0664 sales@davidwaltersyachts.com
Fort Lauderdale, FL - West Palm Beach, FL - Naples, FL - Annapolis, MD - Newport, RI - Marina Del Rey, CA - Portland, ME

info@seattleyachts.com

844.692.2487

www.SeattleYachts.com

Seattle Yachts is Now Your West Coast Hanse, Moody, & Dehler Yachts Dealer & Broker!

HANSE 458 - Contact your local

DEHLER 42 - Contact your local

HANSE 418 - Contact your local
Seattle Yachts Ofce

MOODY 41 - Contact your local

HANSE 388 - Contact your local

HANSE 348 - Contact your local
Seattle Yachts Ofce

1982 Deerfoot 62' $299,900
Korey Scott 425.387.6675

2006 Tayana 58' $549,000
Dan Peter 619.200.1024

2015 Hanse 575 $759,000
Rick Boyce 858.386.9533

Seattle Yachts Ofce

Seattle Yachts Ofce

Seattle Yachts Ofce

Seattle Yachts Ofce

SeattleYachts.com/WhyList

quality yachts from swiftsureyachts.com
Some boats have high quality throughout. Others might be thought of as truly
competitive racers. And, of course, there is the ubiquitous designation “performance cruiser.” Still others promise offshore ready. Very few can lay claim to all
of those. Firefly does. Firefly is a Morris 45, designed by Chuck Paine and built
by the renowned Morris Yachts in 2000. The current owner had very high expectations that the boat
would excel at both cruising and racing, and Firefly did not disappoint. As a family cruiser she circumnavigated Vancouver Island and sailed deep into the Pacific Northwest cruising grounds many times.
While she has a powerful rig, Firefly is fully equipped to cruise shorthanded, with an electric halyard
winch and windlass controlled at the helm. Below decks, Chuck Paine assembled a 45-footer that offers
privacy, comfort and plenty of accessible storage. The aft cabin spans the boat’s beam, and there is an
adjacent head and shower. The forward cabin has a separate head. Ample salon, navigation and galley
areas make long-term cruising a comfortable option. Firefly was first to finish, and second overall in the
2018 Vic-Maui Race. She received a new inventory of North sails plus numerous upgrades prior to the
start. New topsides paint and varnish inside and out make Firefly turnkey in spring 2020.
– ku rt hoe h n e

Firefly
2000 Morris 45
inquire

price reduced

price reduced

Able Apogee 51 • 2000 • $375,000

Outbound 46 • 2011 • $550,000

Garcia Exploration 45 • 2015 • $549,000

48 J/145 • 2001 • $295,000

Baltic 50 • 1999 • $475,000

Tayana 48 • 2001 • $315,000

Chris White Atlantic 47 • 2013 • $650,000

Outremer 55 Light • 2002 • $375,000

price reduced

44 Lagoon 440 • 2007 • $330,000
67 Waterline
64 Frers
53 Simonis
50 Eden
50 Valiant
49 Hylas
48 Waterline
48 C&C Custom
48 Chris White Atlantic
46 Outbound
45 Garcia Exploration
44 Tanton
41 Sceptre

1997
1978
2001
1998
2001
1994
1997
1973
2010
2006
2015
1983
1986

$295,000
$325,000
$495,000
Inquire
Inquire
$350,000
$335,000
$217,000
$565,000
$399,000
$549,000
$129,000
$139,000

41 Sceptre
40 Jeanneau Sun Odyssey
38 Grand Banks Eastbay HX
38 C&C 115
36 Sweden 36
36 Ralph Stanley
34 Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 349
34 American Tug
33 Backcove
33 J/100
31 Wylie
25 Ranger Tug SC
25 Herreschoff

NEW SAILING YACHTS FOR WORLD CRUISING

1988
1999
2000
2007
1985
1967
2016
2003
2008
2007
1979
2017
2005

$169,000
$120,000
$209,000
$169,900
$75,000
$45,000
$167,000
$239,000
$249,900
$30,000
$45,000
$129,000
$55,000

SwiftsureYachts

™

info@swiftsureyachts.com | 206.378.1110
2500 Westlake Ave. N. Suite F, Seattle WA 98109
www.facebook.com/swiftsureyachts

Hit the high seas
with a low-rate
boat loan

Recreational Use Fixed APRs* as low as

3.99% 4.99%
$50,000 +

$25,000 –$49,999

Rates accurate as of 04/08/20. See website for current rates
and terms, as well as financing for Live-Aboards and loan
amounts below $25,000.

New

•

Used

•

Refinance

When the sea beckons, answer the call with an affordable marine loan from Essex Credit. Whether refinancing an
existing loan or financing a new or used boat for live-aboard, full- or part-time charter, or pleasure use, our
dedicated and experienced consultants can help you with your dream vessel. With our simple online application,
applying for a loan couldn’t be easier. So visit our website or call 866-377-3948 (TTY: 800-659-5495) today to take
advantage of the open water, and our low, fixed APR*.

Apply online at EssexCredit.com/cw

* Estimated APR (Annual Percentage Rate) based on 5 year loan term; individual rate may vary based on loan amount, loan term, vehicle use, model year and type of boat. Subject to
consumer loan program requirements and credit approval. Rates and terms may vary with market conditions and are subject to change without notice. Certain fees, closing costs,
and restrictions may apply. APR applied to the loan is the APR in effect on the date the application is received and is valid for 30 days. Boat must be 2000 model year or newer; for
boat model year 2000 to 2009, add .25% to above rate. Maximum loan term based on loan amount. Maximum loan amount is calculated using an advance percentage determined
by FICO score and multiplied by NADA guide base wholesale value with add-ons; if not listed in NADA guide, then multiplied by 80% of BUC low retail value. Other rates with different
loan terms are available. Example of a refinance recreational use boat loan: A $65,399 loan (includes a $399 processing fee) for 5 years with a fixed interest rate of 3.747% would
have an APR of 3.99% and 60 monthly payments of $1,196.97. This is only an example and the APR and processing fee may differ for your specific transaction. Loans with longer
terms may have higher rates.
Essex Credit is a division of Bank of the West.
Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender.

© 2020 Bank of the West. Doing business in South Dakota as Bank of the West California. NMLS ID 19116

.COM

“We replace every seal, every gasket, every time.”
REPAIR
WITHOUT COSTLY
REPLACEMENT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sun/Rain awning, self supported, no halyard.
Rigid, folding, ﬂexible frame. “Stands on lifeline”.
Wat rproof, marine grade construction throughout.
Easy up & down. Stows complete in 10"x36" bag.
Designed for use in true cruising conditions.
Stock models for up to 50ft LOA $300-$800.
Custom designs also available.

www.shadetreefabricshelters.com
email: info@shadetreefabricshelters.com
1-888-684-3743 1-251-987-1229

Hatchmasters is
an approved hatch
and portlight master
repair facility for North
America. We stock a full line of repair parts
for all makes and models of deck hatches.
RESTORE HATCH • REPLACE LENS • SAVE MONEY
24 MONTH LEAK PROOF GUARANTEE

E-mail: info@hatchmasters.com
219 Liberty Square. Norwalk, CT 06855
Toll free: 877-874-3767

cruisingworld.com

fabric shelters

MARKETPLACE
EVERYTHING YOU NEED to MAKE your ON-THE-WATER DREAM A REALITY

RESORTS/RENTALS

MARINE ENGINES &
ACCESSORIES

MEDICAL & SAFETY EQUIPMENT

Vacation Cottages W/FREE Sailboats
Paddle boards, Kayaks, Bikes, Fish/
Snorkel Gear & More. Starting $175/
Night. *Charter Boats Available
www.KeyLimeSailingClub.com
(305) 451 3438

CHARTERS: FOREIGN

YACHT CHARTERS & CRUISES
GREEK ISLANDS / ITALY
SOUTH FRANCE / CROATIA
www.alphayachting.com, info@alpha
yachting.com US +1 954 234 2203,
Athens/Greece +011 30 6974788888

cruisingworld.com

888-884-7245

SAILMATES
SAILMATES
Looking for a cruising companion and
sick of internet dating? We’re reviving Sailmates, CRUISING WORLD’s personal
ads.Contact classifieds@cruisingworld.com
to post yours.

FIRST AID for CRUISERS
Choose from our Fieldtex kits.
Pilothouse can supply all your
books, charts, and safety gear.
www.PilothouseCharts.com

MAGNIFICENT BOAT KNIVES
Extraordinary edge-holding • Rustproof • Compass safe • USA
Made
•
Rave
Reviews!
www.boyeknives.com

j u n e

CRUISING WORLD’S
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MORE GEAR

QUINTE CANVAS – Top Shop Inc.
U.S. Sailors. Save an extra 30% with the exchange rates.

Your Baby

Baby Blanket

Keep your baby clean and dry this winter. Our 1" aluminum frames
with Arctic Guard cover, installs in just a few hours. Mast up or down.

(800) 268-4186 Kingston, Ontario Canada
topshop@kos.net www.topshop.on.ca

I

cruisingworld.com

V-Shape Airfoil
Reduces Swing
Chafe, Strain

“We can finally go to shore with confidence”

J U N E
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CLIMB YOUR MAST BY YOURSELF
MORE THAN
10,000 SOLD

MASTCLIMBER

The only single handed bosun’s chair
that allows the operator to work ABOVE
the mast head without leaving the chair.

Climbing the mast has never
been easier or safer!

SERIOUS SAILING EQUIPMENT
800-874-3671 • atnic@hotmail.com

The Best
Outboard Lifting Harness
Strong, Safe and Simple. $39.99. Visit
outboardlift.com

www.atninc.com

BOATS FOR SALE

Marketplace Rates
& Info Contact:
classifieds@
cruisingworld.com

Walt the Catamaran Guy!
Brokerage and New Construction

YACHT SEARCH

The Professional Brokerage
- Ft. Lauderdale
- Sarasota

Walt Strzalkowski
+1(954)868-1010 mobile
walt@yachtsearch.com

CREW
Composting Toilet
The ORIGINAL, since 2001
www.airheadtoilet.com
PO Box 481, Westbrook, ME 04098.
740-392-3642.

cruisingworld.com

CHARTERS: FLORIDA/CARIBBEAN

BUILD YOUR SAILING EXPERIENCE
The Virgins continue to build and I still
believe THEY ARE THE BEST CRUISING
GROUNDS IN THE WORLD!

Let Kinta and I make cruising there
easy and understandable for you
aboard our AMEL54!
$5495 per couple/ week

SELF-STEERING GEAR
www.hydrovane.com
H
Y
D
R
O
V
A
N
E

FEEL THE FREEDOM
Independent Self
Steering Windvane
Emergency Rudder/
Steering System

includes onboard food/my cooking/
mooring & cruising fees
Cell: 865-679-8663
drwaynewitt@gmail.com

www.rochellecharters.net
NAUTICAL GIFTS
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A Price
Sails
Ship Store
Consignment
10,000 Used Sails
in Stock!

410-263-4880
BaconSails.com
116 Legion Ave, Annapolis, MD
Store Hours:
Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30 ¥ Sat 9:00-2:00

1,000 Sails In Stock
Discount Custom Sails

OFFSHORE PASSAGE
OPPORTUNITIES
FL. Keys ASA Sailing School
Award Winning Instructors
Cottages W/sailboats. “Students:
Girl Scouts - Royal Navy” * Charter
Boats Available. (305) 451-4700
www.americansailingacademy.com.
Become A Professional
Marine Surveyor
NAVTECH US SURVEYORS
Master Marine Surveyor Distance
Learning. (800) 245-4425, navsurvey.com

cruisingworld.com
OFFSHORE PASSAGE
OPPORTUNITIES
Oﬀshore Passage Opportunities
Your Offshore Sailing Network. Celebrating 25 years helping sailors sail
offshore for free. Learn by doing.
Gain quality sea time. Join online at
sailopo.com or call 1-800-4-PASSAGe (800-472-7724). Keep the
dream alive for the price of a good
winch handle!

View our complete inventory at our
web store.
¥ New Sails In Stock
¥ Used Sails
¥ Roller Furling Units
¥ Sail Covers
¥ MacGregor Boat Covers
¥ Sail Cleaning
¥ Sail & Canvas Repair
Distributors for

Rolly Tasker Sails
SAIL A TALL SHIP ACROSS THE
ATLANTIC AND BACK
Visit ports in Europe, Africa and the
West Indies. Experience life under
square sail. Learn to sail a tall ship.
Sign on for three months or for a
full year. May 2020 to May 2021.
No experience necessary. Barque
PICTON CASTLE (902) 634-9984
www.picton-castle.com
Oﬀshore Passagemaking Instruction
Aboard a Hallberg-Rassy 46 with
John & Amanda Neal in the South
Pacific. www.mahina.com

NEW
SAILS

831-646-5346
www.thesailwarehouse.com

The Sail Warehouse
Since 1993

National Sail Supply
Quality custom-built sails at reasonable prices. newsails@aol.com,
www.nationalsail.com 352-540-9101.

New & Used Sails
Buy-Sell-Consign
Large Inventory. (800) 783-6953, (727)
327-5361 www.mastheadsailinggear.com
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CRUISING SAILS
FOR ALL BOATS.

USED
SAILS
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INSTRUCTION/SAILING SCHOOLS

NEW
COASTAL

SAILS
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MysticKnotwork.com 1 follow @MysticKnotwork

STEERING THE DREAM

Of f Wa t c h
The St. Maarten Heineken Regatta was likely the last international sailing competition before
the planet basically closed for business due to the onset of the novel coronavirus.

cruisingworld.com
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here are several things
I have in common
with our distinguished
regular columnist, one Capt.
Gary M. “Fatty” Goodlander.
We’re both lifelong nautical
scribes; have published
thousands of magazine articles,
and several marine books; and
have a deep, abiding love for
sailing. But for the purposes of
this little essay, I’ll point to one
other experience Fatty and I
have shared: We’ve both served
as the press ofﬁcer of the St.
Maarten Heineken Regatta.
There are a lot of fantastic
perks to a career in sailing
journalism—I’d venture to say
that Fatty’s and my collective
passport entries over the years
are far more extensive and unusual than the average bear’s.
But getting rich, alas, is most
certainly not one of them.
Which is why side gigs—such
as books, freelance work, or
working for regattas—are very
welcome tasks indeed. And
that brings me to my most
recent visit to St. Maarten, late
this past winter, for the 40th
edition of that crazy, wonderful event. (It was actually my
second swing to the island in
recent months; see “Shock and
Awe” on page 28 for a story
about my other foray.)
Looking back, I think it’s
safe to say that the Heineken
Regatta—which drew sailors
from Europe, Russia, the
US, Australia, South Africa
and many Caribbean islands,
competing on just under 150
yachts, and which took place
from March 5 to 8—was likely
the last international sailing

event to take place before
the planet basically closed for
business later that month due
to the onset of the novel coronavirus. It’s hard to believe,
just that short time ago, that
few of us had any clue that
before long we’d all be donning
Jesse James-type bandannas
for the ever-infrequent dashes
to the supermarket.
Was it a surreal experience?
In retrospect, indeed. But at
the time, there was no real

day that the regatta started,
the ﬁrst positive case of
COVID-19 on the island was
still nearly two weeks away. Of
course, once that happened,
St. Maarten quickly went on
lockdown, and before the
month was over, the international airport was basically
closed to passengers. The
wagons had been circled.
Meanwhile, in harbors and
marinas the world over, the
basic premise that governs
the joy of owning and sailing
a cruising boat—pure, unfettered freedom to go whenever

In this era of social distancing, it might be some time before
close-quarters racing, and crew work, resumes.

sense that we were all clueless
spring breakers, or that we
were pushing some irresponsible envelope to have a bit
of fun at the world’s expense
before it all went sideways.
Who knew that all our lives
would soon be governed by
some bizarre concept known
as “social distancing?” Life
on the island, in the bars and
restaurants—and yes, out on
the racecourses—carried forth
very much as usual. On the

and wherever we wish—had
also come to a screeching halt.
Plans were put on hold. With
no real endgame in sight, there
was no timetable to even plan
when we could make a plan.
Full. Stop.
I wrapped up my duties on
the last night of the regatta
and was on a plane hours later,
with a stop in Newark before
my second ﬂight back to New
England. The usually busy
airport was a ghost town. I

washed my hands, had a beer,
and washed my hands again.
Then I ﬂew home, suddenly
aware of how things had
already changed.
About a week later, I felt
terrible. I’m generally a pretty
healthy dude (touch wood),
but I went down hard. There
was no testing available in
Rhode Island at that point,
and I might never know for
sure if I had the virus. After a
long week, I got better, but at
the time, I sure as hell knew I
wasn’t in St. Maarten anymore,
ﬁguratively or literally.
I was sitting in my kitchen
at some point during my
illness, whatever the hell it was,
listening to WMVY radio from
Martha’s Vineyard, usually a
bastion of good-time James
Taylor tunes and the like. Over
the years, the sunny station had
provided the soundtrack on my
boat for many a pleasant summer cruise. But for the second
or third time over the course of
a few hours, they were spinning
R.E.M.’s “It’s the End of the
World as We Know It (And
I Feel Fine).” And I thought
about who I’d hung out with
in St. Maarten; and the bar
I’d leaned on in Newark; and
my poor daughter down the
hall (whose highly anticipated
senior year of college had just
been zapped), who I might be
infecting with my crud.
And I did not feel ﬁne.
Of course, we’ve all got our
stories about this mess...that’s
mine. But I’ll conclude this
little lament with a sunnier
thought. Smooth sailing lies
ahead. Stay safe, mates.
Herb McCormick is CW’s
executive editor.

LAURENS MOREL/SALTY COLOURS
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Extended to
0
October 31, 202
Enroll in a Keelboat Course with a US Sailing Accredited
School before June 30, 2020, and be ENTERED TO WIN
a Moorings Charter in the British Virgin Islands*

To ﬁnd a US Sailing Accredited Keelboat School near you visit:
www.LearnSailingRight.com
*Terms and conditions may apply

